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14.1. Introduction.  

14.1.1. In the previous unit (Unit – 13), we had detailed discussions on the architecture and classification of various 

epidemiological / research designs. Subsequently we also deliberated in detail about the “descriptive” type of studies. As 

would be clear, research designs can be either experimental (also called “interventional”), in which the researcher deliberately 



creates two groups and actively intervenes by introducing the exposure variable (the intervention under study) into one group 

and withholds it from the other group, thus treating it as the control group. On the other hand, in observational studies, the 

researcher does not deliberately create two groups, giving intervention to one group, but rather it is nature which has already 

created the two groups and the researcher passively observers the “exposure – outcome relationship” in these groups already 

created by nature. These are the “observational” studies, which may be either of “descriptive”, “case-control”, “cross-sectional 

analytic” or “cohort” type. 

14.1.2. In this unit we will have a detailed discussion on the indications, advantages, disadvantages, and the detailed steps in 

planning, designing, conducting and analyzing the “case-control”, “cross-sectional analytic” and “cohort” studies in 

epidemiology and medical research. 

14.2. Objectives. After studying this unit, you should have a clear understanding of the following aspects of “case-control”, 

“cross-sectional analytic” and “cohort” studies: 

14.2.1. Their definition, format, conduct, advantages and disadvantages. 

14.2.2. Decide, depending on the research question, when to undertake one of these studies. 

14.2.3. How to plan, design, conduct and analyse these studies. 

Part – 1 : Case-Control Studies. 

14.3. Overview of Case-Control Studies. The basic information about ‘case-control’ approach in medical research has been 

covered in the previous unit (Unit-14) on “Architecture of research designs”. The case control design is one of the finest and 

easiest methods of analytical research available to the medical researcher who has an easy access to patients of a particular 

disease admitted to the hospitals. At the same time, case control studies may be considered as the “Acid Test” for the capabilities 

of a researcher because of the high potential for ‘bias’ that they have. 

14.4. Definition. A case-control study is defined as an epidemiological method in which the researcher starts by picking up 

‘cases’ who have already developed a particular disease or ‘outcome’ of interest, and a comparison group (controls) of subjects 

who, except for the fact that they have not developed the particular disease or outcome, are otherwise similar to the cases. Having 

assembled the two types of subjects, the investigator finds out the presence of (or, the history of) the particular ‘exposure’ which 

she has hypothesized to be a risk factor for the disease or outcome being studied; finally the researcher compares the two groups 

(cases and controls) as regards the presence of (or, history of) the exposure variable. A diagrammatic representation is shown in 

Figure – 14.1 below. 

Figure – 14.1. : Diagrammatic representation of a Case-Control Study 
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14.5. Advantages of Case – Control Study. This design has a special value in medical research because of the advantages that if 

offers, viz: - 

i) It is inexpensive, requires only a few subjects and gives quick results. 
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ii) Well suited for diseases which have a long latent period (e.g. cancers, AIDS, MI, CVA etc). 

iii) Well suited for an outcome which is ‘rare’ (i.e. the prevalence or incidence of the disease in the population of interest 

is 5% or less). 

iv) It is well suited for conditions in which medical care is usually sought. 

v) It helps in examining multiple etiologic factors – once we have the cases of the disease, we can take history of all the 

factors that we feel may be risk factors. 

vi) It is reasonably good for diseases that have a “relatively rapid onset” and are usually hospitalized (e.g. most of the acute 

infections; injuries etc.), because in a prospective follow up study it may not be possible to examine the study groups 

so frequently and if gaps between successive examinations are long, a number of such cases may be missed. 

vii) Good method for “initial exploration” of new hypothesis that has been developed by descriptive studies. 

viii) Does not carry any ‘risk’ to the subjects, because there is no intervention and medical treatment in any cases is not 

being denied to the cases of the disease admitted in the hospital.. 

14.6. Disadvantages of Case – Control Study. However, the case control method carries certain distinct disadvantages and the 

researcher choosing this design must remain careful to take preventive action against them: -  

i) It is not good method for studying ‘exposures’ that are likely to be rare. E.g. a case control method may not be the ideal 

one for studying the association between pneumonia (outcome) and climbing mountains more than 20000 feet 

(exposure) because the exposure itself is so rare that hardly any of the cases or controls will give such a history. 

ii) It does not give any idea of ‘incidence’ or ‘prevalence’; it only gives us the odds Ratio (OR) which is a valid surrogate 

measure of the risk under the following assumptions: -  

- That the disease is rare (incidence or prevalence of the disease in the population is less than 5%) 

- The controls have been derived from the same population that gave rise to cases 

iii) It is particularly prone to various forms of selection and information biases. 

iv) It is highly prone to survivorship bias. 

v) The ‘temporal relationship’ is usually not proved but rather remains a matter of conjecture in a case control study; e.g. 

association between poverty (exposure) and mental illness (out-come) may not be necessarily because poverty led to 

mental illness but possibly because after suffering from mental illness, people may become poor. 

vi) Unsuitable for evaluation of measures concerning preventive intervention / therapy / diagnostic procedures / prognostic 

factors. 

14.7. When to select the case control approach? In general, if the answer to the following questions is ‘yes’ the investigator can 

select the case control approach: -  

i) Is the disease rare ? 

ii) Are most of the cases of disease likely to be admitted to the hospital and can be studied by you ? 

iii) Can you select a comparison group of subjects who do not have that disease and who belong to the same source 

population that gave rise to cases ? 

iv) Does the disease have a long latent period ? 

   OR 

      Does the disease have a relatively rapid onset with a high probability that most of the cases will seek medical care ? 

v) Are you studying “risk factors” for the disease ? 

vi) Are you sure that you are not studying the efficiency of a preventive measure / therapy / diagnostic procedure / 

prognostic factor ?  

14.8. Steps in Designing and conducting a case control study.  

Step 1: Write down your research question in an explicit and detailed manner.  – Having decided to use the case control approach, 

the first step is to explicitly write down the research question and its background significance as for any other research design. 



Also specifically write down your research hypothesis. The case control approach becomes an especially useful method if you 

are doing an initial exploration of hypothesis. 

Step 2: Specify the Reference and Study Population. – Specify the total population and actual (study) population. Specification 

of actual (study) population at this stage becomes especially important as it will give us an idea of the “population” from which 

cases have come and thus we would be able to ensure that our controls should also represent the same population, (an essential 

requirement of a case control study). 

Step 3 – Specify the study variables and their ‘scales’ of measurement 

a) Outcome variable(s): - In case control study this will be the particular disease or outcome of interest. Most of the times 

this will be measured on a ‘dichotomous’ scale (i.e. disease present = cases, and disease absent = controls). 

b) Exposure variable(s): - The suspected ‘cause’ that the investigator is studying for the association with the disease under 

study. Specify the scale – usually it is dichotomous (exposure present or absent); however, it may be also measured on 

a polychotomous, continuous, discrete or ordinal scale. The decision is important as subsequent analysis will depend 

on the same (see later). 

c) Potential confounding factors (PCF): - List out all the PCF by thorough reading of the literature and discussion with 

experts. Specify the ‘scales’ of measurement. 

Step 4 – Calculate the sample size: - The details have been discussed in unit - 12 on sample size calculations. In general, in a 

case control study, the exposure variable would be measured on a dichotomous scale or on a continuous / discrete scale.  

a) When exposure is being measured on a dichotomous scale: - The number of subjects in each group (cases and controls), 

n, is calculated by: -  

  

 

 

for calculating p1,    p1   = 
P0 x OR 

1 + (p0 x (OR - 1)  

Where,  Po = Proportion of controls likely to have the exposure 

  OR = Minimum amount of risk due to the exposure that is clinically relevant to  

   be detected;   

   P = (P1 + P0) / 2 ; q = (1 – p) 

For example, in a study of the association between perinatal death (PND) (outcome) and delivery at home (exposure), 

the PND (cases) would be our cases and children not dying in perinatal period would be controls. Now, if based on our 

reading / experience / expert advise / pilot study we say that out of the controls (i.e. not dying in perinatal period), 20% 

are likely to have been delivered at home then P0 = 20% or 0.2. We would also specify that home delivery should increase 

the risk of PND by at least two times (as compared to institutional delivery) for it to be of relevance from public health 

policy point of view; thus OR = 2. Now substituting the figures we can work out that we would need at least 92 cases of 

PND and 92 controls (work it out for yourself taking help of the working process given in unit - 12).  

b) When exposure is measured on a continuous or discrete scale: - A slightly different question in the above example 

could be “whether PND (outcome) is associated with duration of labor in hours (exposure). The exposure here is being 

measured on a continuous scale. In this exigency, the minimum number of subjects in each group (n) is given by  

   

 

          

n    (for each group)     = 
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n    (for each group)     = 
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  Where X1 and SD1 are the expected mean duration and standard deviation of labour among the mothers whose children 

culminated in PND (i.e., the outcome of interest), and X2 and SD2 are the expected figures for non PND (control) mothers. 

The expected figures are obtained from the literature and from experts who have been working in that field.  

Step 5 – Specify the selection criteria of cases: -  

a) Diagnostic criteria: - Enunciate clear cut diagnostic criteria for the disease of interest. As far as possible use criteria 

given by expert bodies. If there is doubt, make categories like “Definite”, “Probable” and “Possible” and analyse them 

separately. 

b) State the inclusion or exclusion criteria: - One of the central issues in a case control study is that the cases should have 

had a reasonable possibility of the disease being induced by the suspected exposure; and also that the controls should 

also have had a “reasonable chance” of being exposed to the exposure (though they did not develop the disease). This 

leads to the fact that any case or control who does not meet these criteria should be excluded from the study. e.g. in a 

study of recent OC use (exposure) and TE (outcome) we would like to exclude “TE cases occurring postpartum / during 

pregnancy / postoperatively / post menopausal ladies / ladies on other contraceptive / hysterectomised ladies” because 

such cases were, in any case, little likely to have used the exposure (OC) in the immediate past. One thing the 

epidemiologist must ensure is that the exclusion / inclusion criteria should be clearly defined and must equally apply 

to cases as well as controls. 

c) Source of cases: - The usual source of the cases is “hospital”. However, for diseases for which a large number of 

subjects may not be admitted (low backache, anal fissure etc) the researcher must tap the OPDs, General practitioners 

or even think of population based cases by searching them in the population. 

d) Incident or prevalent cases: - Specify whether you would like to consider only the newly occurring (incident) cases or 

all those who are already present including the old cases (prevalent). It is always advisable to take the incident cases 

since the prevalent cases might have changed their exposure status due to medical advice etc. For example, we may be 

studying the association between alcohol consumption and hypertension by taking cases of hypertension while we 

would take normotensives as controls. Now, if we take even those hypertensive who have been knowing of their disease 

for the past few months (i.e. the prevalent cases) many of these would have, in any case, changed their alcohol 

consumption habits. Therefore, in such a situation, it would be better to take only the newly diagnosed (i.e. incident) 

cases of hypertension. 

e) Method of sampling: - The most common method of sampling is either to take a systematic random sample of cases as 

they keep reporting; alternatively, if all the cases have already collected and a detailed list is available, a simple random 

sample may be drawn from such list of cases. 

Step 6 – Specify the selection procedure of controls: - One of the most important issues in a case control study is the selection 

of controls. The following specifications are to be made: -  

a) Source of Controls: -  

i) Hospital controls – Patients admitted to the same hospital for diseases other than the one under study can be used 

as controls. They are easy to obtain, cooperative, more likely to remember the exposure and are under the influence 

of the same intangible factors that led the cases to come to hospital. The disadvantage is that they do not represent 

the healthy population and, being ill, may be different from the healthy persons in a number of ways that may be 

related to exposure.  

ii) While selecting hospital controls, ensure the following steps: -  

- That various patients being taken as controls are coming to this hospital from the same type of general 

population and same catchment area, as the cases of the disease under study.  

- Do not take those patients as controls whose disease is likely to be unduly associated with the exposure either 

positively (e.g. in a tobacco use – oral CA study, controls with peptic ulcer would be positively associated 



with tobacco) or, negatively (e.g. in a study between physical exercise – IHD, controls with knee or hip joint 

diseases would be negatively associated with physical exercise). 

- Do not take as controls those patients whose symptoms may have led to a change in exposure (e.g. in a study 

of dietary fiber – Diabetes Mellitus, do not take patients of Irritable bowel disease as controls since the 

intestinal symptoms of these patients might have led them to reduce fiber containing diet long back).  

- Do not take the “healthy hospital subjects” (relatives / attendants of patients) as controls. 

- Try and take, in the control group, a diagnostic assortment, i.e. patients from various diagnostic categories.  

iii) Population based controls: - This control group would give a very good comparison provided it is logistically 

possible to study them and if the investigator is convinced that they represent the same source population that rise 

to cases. The difficulties are that they are expensive and may refuse to participate; if those who ‘agree’ to participate 

alone are taken it may give a very biased view of the exposure. If these problems can be overcome, then population 

based healthy control are ideal. 

iv) Other groups: - As siblings, friends, neighbors, etc., should be considered only if hospital or population based 

controls are not available. 

b) Exclusion / inclusion criteria: - The same criteria as for cases should equally apply. 

c) Number of controls per case: -  

  In general, 1 control per case is studied. The number of controls per case may be increased to up to 4 or 5 per case with 

slight increase in statistical precision but the cost of the study will increase tremendously. In any case the number of 

controls should never less than the number of cases. 

d) Number of control groups: -  

 Usually, one “control group” is studied. However, if feasible, the worker may study 2 different control groups (e.g. one 

from population and another group from hospital); the procedure will improve the validity of the results. One should 

clearly understand the difference between “number of controls per case” and “number of control groups”. By increasing 

the number of controls per case (say, we may be having 100 cases and 250 controls in all), we increase the “statistical 

precision”. On the other hand, we may increase the number of control groups (say, we may be having 100 cases and 2 

controls groups of 100 each – a group of 100 controls from the hospital and another group of 100 controls from the 

healthy general population). By increasing the number of control groups, we do not increase the statistical precision 

but we increase the validity of our findings, in that if the odds ratio is similar when cases are compared to either of the 

control groups, then our faith in the validity of the findings, (that the exposure is definitely related to outcome), is 

increased. 

e) Matching: -  

 The details of ‘matching’ have already been explained in the unit on confounding; also one must take care to prevent 

overmatching. In general, in a case control study it is recommended that one must carefully list out all the PCF, match 

for the universal confounders, i.e. age (in broad categories of 5 or 10 years of age groups) and sex, using frequency 

(group) matching. Avoid “pair matching” (since it considerably increases the cost and logistic problems and the data 

thereafter has to be analyzed by specialized (Mc Nemar’s procedures). Record the data on all other PCF and adjust for 

confounding during analysis. 

f) Sampling method: -  

 Selection of controls should be by systematic random or simple random sampling method, from the sampling frame 

(list) of potential controls, as for cases.     

Step 7 – Specify the procedure of measurement and specially take care to ensure validity and reliability: - The biggest 

disadvantage of a case control study is its particular susceptibility to various forms of selection and information biases. The 

detailed methods of prevention of bias and ensuring validity and reliability have already been discussed in the earlier unit on 

errors of measurement, validity and confounding. In addition, quite often the investigator would be using a questionnaire in a 



case control study. The guidelines for preparing questionnaires and conducting interviews will be dealt with in a subsequent 

unit. The readers are requested to go through these chapters in detail while designing a case control study. Certain specific 

actions during planning stage will be of much utility in preventing the various types of bias, as follows: -  

a) Avoid “volunteer” cases or controls. Ensure that selection of cases and controls is done by one of the random sampling 

methods as described in the unit on methods of sampling. 

b) Give an in depth thought as to whether the natural clinical course of the disease is such that a substantial proportion 

of the cases might have already died before getting admitted, as can happen in diseases like IHD, Stroke, cancers, 

Road Traffic Accidents, etc). If this is likely to be potential, then try to take the history of exposure in respect of dead 

cases by various surrogate measures like obtaining history from spouses, friends, records etc. If taking “dead cases” 

as explained above, take “dead controls”, (historical controls) i.e. those who have died of some other disease. 

c) Prefer “newly diagnosed” cases (i.e. incident cases) rather than those who have been diagnosed for quite some time 

by now (prevalent cases). 

d) Give an in-depth thought to the possible “population” from which your cases are coming (by considering their age, 

sex, socio-economic status and catchments area). Now, take your controls from the same “population” from which 

cases are coming (i.e. same geographical catchments area, sex, age, socio-economic status). 

e) Design your “questionnaire” well and conduct the interview scientifically. 

f) Give a clear thought to the natural history of the disease you are studying and see whether any of the following can 

occur. If they can occur, take pre-emptive action in the planning stage itself: -  

(i) Is it possible that the cases will be more likely to be admitted to the hospitals because the exposure will itself 

cause more changes of detection of the disease (see example of Berkson’s bias in the unit on validity) in that if 

we are studying use of OC in causing CA CX, the use of OC in any case, by causing various types of uterine 

bleeding, will lead to an increased diagnosis of CA CX because much more of these ladies who present with 

uterine bleeding shall be tested for CA CX. In such a case, take the control group from various other 

gynecological patients, e.g. those who have undergone D & C for uterine bleeding but have not been found to 

have CA CX. 

(ii) Is it likely that the chances of getting “exposure” was very low in cases (e.g. TE cases during pregnancy for OC 

– TE study explained above) or in controls (arthritis patients – physical exercise – IHD example given above). 

Remove such cases and controls by clearly writing down the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Ensure that the 

exclusion / inclusion criteria apply equally to both cases as well as controls. 

(iii) See whether any disease is such that it is likely to be over associated with the exposure (if this is so, do not take 

patients of such a disease as controls (e.g. do not take patients of peptic ulcer as controls in Tobacco – oral CA 

study as explained earlier). 

(iv) Do not take those patients as controls whose disease is such that its initial symptoms might have led to a change 

in exposure habit (Irritable Bowel disease patients in dietary fiber – Diabetes example above).   

g) A very good general rule which can be followed in clinical settings, to obviate the sources of bias mentioned in pares 

(i) to (iv) above is to take the following two steps: -  

(i) Take controls from various diagnostic categories (as few controls each from diagnostic categories of injuries, 

infectious diseases, g.i.t. diseases, etc.) rather than from only one diagnostic group. 

(ii) If possible, take 2 “groups” of controls say, one from hospital patients and another from the healthy population. 

If the risk (OR) due to exposure is shown to be almost similar when cases are compared with one group as well 

as when they are compared with another group of controls, the faith in the findings is redoubled.  

h) Try to take the history of exposure from as many sources as possible, rather than only relying on the history given by 

cases and controls (e.g. one can try to get information from spouses, friends, employers, medical records, etc., in 

addition to the history). This will help in obviating “recall bias”. 



i) Do not “overmatch” (see unit on confounding). 

j) Make sure that you have identified all the potential confounding factors (see unit on confounding) and data is recorded 

in respect of all these potential confounding factors. 

k) If possible, “blind” the data collectors, i.e. the data collector is not aware as to whether he is interviewing a case or a 

control, the codes regarding case / control status being handled by another worker. 

l) Use the correct “time frame” for recording the history of exposure, e.g. in a case control study for the association 

between exposure to severe cold and pneumonia, the timeframe should extend for the past few days and not few 

months. 

Step 8 – Do a pilot study: - An essential step. A pretesting on 5-10 cases and controls would be adequate in most situations to 

refine the methodology. If major changes are made following the results of pilot study, then do not include the pilot study cases 

and controls in the analysis. 

Step 9 – Conduct the study: - Ensure that management of data and transferring to master chart / computer is done simultaneously 

as has already been explained in the previous unit on “descriptive studies”. 

Step 10 – Analysis of data: - Certain details of the methods of data analysis are presented herewith. 

a) If the data is from a “Pair matched” study: - Use of McNemar’s procedure for calculating chi square, Odds Ratio 

(OR) and 95% CI of OR, are presented in a later unit. 

b) If the data is from an ‘unmatched’ or ‘frequency matched’ study: - In such cases, see the ‘scale’ on which the 

exposure variable has been measured. As said earlier, while the outcome variable in a case control study is always 

on a ‘dichotomous scale’ (i.e. either disease present = cases or disease absent = controls), however, it is the scale 

on which the “exposure variable “ has been measured which differs and the analysis will depend on this. Let us 

exemplify the various situations with the example of case control study on perinatal deaths (PND): -  

(i) If the exposure is measured on a dichotomous scale - e.g. we could measure the exposure variable on a 

dichotomy of either home or hospital delivery, with home delivery as the potential risk factor. The data is such 

cases should be set out in the form of a 2x2 table as shown: in table-14.1 below –  

 

Table – 14.1: Distribution of cases (PND) and controls (did not get PND) according to place of delivery 

Place of delivery PND cases Controls Total 

Home a b a + b 

Hospital c d c + d 

Total a + c b + d a + b + c + d 

       

      Calculate OR = (a x d) / (b x c) :- (See Unit -5) 

     95% CI of OR :- (See Unit - 9) 

     Chi square value :- (See Unit -11)    

(ii) When exposure is measured on a polychotomous nominal scale – e.g. we may be interested in whether religion 

(exposure) is related to the outcome (PND). In such cases, set out the data according to the following ‘r x c’ 

table 14.2. 

Table – 14.2 : Distribution of PND cases and controls according to the competence of persons undertaking the delivery 

Religion PND cases Controls Total 

H A B  

M C D  

S E F  

C G H  



Others I J  

Total    

     Do a similar chi square for r x c contingency table and see for statistical significance. (Unit - 11 for details). 

(iii) When exposure is measured on a polychotomous ordinal scale – e.g. we may be desirous of evaluating whether 

there is an increasing risk with the increasing amount of “inadequacy of training” in causing PND. The data 

is then set as per the following table: -  

Person conducting 

delivery 

PND cases Control  Total Stratum Specific 

odds ratio (OR) 

Highly trained 

(doctors) 

A B  1.00 

Moderately trained 

(nurses) 

C D  1.8 

Slightly trained 

(birth attendants) 

E F  2.5 

Untrained G H  6.8 

Total     

 Do a “chi square for linear trend”. If significant, it indicates that the rising trend of “stratum odds ratio” (risk) 

is significant. The stratum odds ratio figures have been hypothetically entered here for sake of explanation. It 

indicates that, compared to when delivery is conducted by a doctor, the risk of perinatal death is 1.8 times if it 

is conducted by a nurse, two and a half times if conducted by a trained birth attendant and almost 7 times if 

delivery is conducted by an untrained person. (Details of calculation of chi square for linear trend are described 

in a later unit). 

(iii) If the exposure variable is measured on a continuous or discrete scale – e.g. we may be interested as 

to whether (a) PND is associated with hours spent by mother in labour (an exposure variable 

measured on continuous scale) or (b) PND is associated with the number of previous abortions 

(exposure variable measured on discrete scale). In such cases, the data is set out in Table – 14.3. 

Table – 14.3: Distribution of PND cases and controls according to mean and SD of hours spent in labor by the mother and 

according to history pf previous abortions of the mother 

 Hours spent in labour No. of previous abortions 

 Mean SD n Mean SD n 

PND cases 22.1 2.3 100 1.8 0.2 100 

Controls 16.7 1.9 100 0.95 0.15 100 

 Do a ‘t’ test for the difference between two means; also calculate the 95% CI of the difference between two 

means. (See units – 9 and 11 for details of calculations). 

 IMPORTANT NOTE: - In the above example there are only two groups (PND cases and controls) whose 

means are being compared. If in any situation, there are 3 or more groups whose means are being compared, 

then the procedure to be used is not ‘t’ test but “Analysis of Variance” (ANOVA). Details of ANOVA are 

discussed in a subsequent unit. 

(iv) If the exposure variable is measured on an “numerical ordinal” scale – e.g. the question could have 

been “Is the PND associated with APGAR score of the child at birth (exposure variable measure on 

an ordinal scale with the inbuilt hypothesis that “low APGAR score at birth leads to perinatal death”). 

In such cases, arrange the results as shown in table – 14.4.: 

Table – 14.4 : Distributon of PND caeses and controls according to APGAR score     



 APGAR score 

 Median value n 

PND cases 6 100 

Controls 8 100 

 Do a non parametric test for two independent samples, i.e. Mann Whitney – U - test. (see a later unit for 

details). Again note that here 2 groups medians are being compared. If, however, 3 or more than 3 groups are 

being compared for medians, use the “Kruskal Wallis test”. Details of Kruskal – Wallis test are presented in a 

later unit.   

c) The controls of confounding during analysis: - Also refer to the unit on confounding. In general there can be two 

situations: -  

(i) If the exposure is being measured on dichotomous or polychotomous scale – e.g. taking home vs hospital 

delivery as the exposure for PND. Now, level of income (high or low) can be a confounding variable. In such 

cases we will do a stratified analysis, setting out our data as shown in Table – 14.5  

Table – 14.5 : Stratified analysis of cases and controls according to place of delivery, stratified according to income  

Place of delivery Over all  

(Crude) 

Stratum I  

(high income) 

Stratum II 

(Low income) 

Cases Control Cases Control Cases Control 

Home       

Hospital       

 Calculate the following 

 Crude OR =   Stratum- I OR = Stratum- II OR =  

 Now, 

1. See if stratum OR are very different from each other (by eyeballing; if considered necessary – statistically 

by Woolf’s test. Details of Wolff’s test are given in a subsequent unit). If yes, consider “effect 

modification” (interaction). If no, go to step 2. 

2. Do a stratified analysis using Mantel-Haenszel procedure to get adjusted OR – this will give you the 

estimate of the risk of PND due to home delivery, after controlling for the confounding effect of income. 

(Details of Mantel – Haenszel procedure are described in a subsequent unit). 

(ii) If exposure is measured on a continuous / discrete scale – e.g. the example in which “hours spent in 

labor” was taken as exposure, the relationship may be confounded by the fact whether the lady was 

primi or multiparous. In such cases, set out the results as set out in Table – 14.6. 

Table – 14.6. : Distribution of mean time spent in labour and SD of mothers of PND cases and controls, stratified according to 

whether mother was primipara or multipara.          

 Hours spend in labour 

 Primi Multi 

PND cases Mean   =  Mean   =  

SD        = SD        = 

n           =  n           =  

Controls Mean   =  Mean   =  

SD        = SD        = 

n           =  N          =  

   Now, do a “Two way ANOVA”, as described in a subsequent unit. 



(iii) If there are many confounding variables: - The control of confounding by stratified analysis (when 

the exposure variable is measure on dichotomous scale) or by Two way ANOVA (when exposure is 

measured on continuous or discrete scale) is reasonably fine as long as there are one or 2 confounders. 

However, if there are a number of confounding variables (whether measured on dichotomous or 

continuous scale), then the better procedure for obtaining adjusted estimates of risk is by undertaking 

a multiple logistic regression analysis. An overview of regression analysis is presented in a 

subsequent unit. 

14.9. Check Your Progress – 1. 

1. Which of the following is NOT an observational study: (a) Longitudinal descriptive study (b) Clinical trial (c) Case-control 

study (d) Cross-sectional analytical study (e) Cohort study. 

2. Which of the following biases CANNOT occur in a case-control study: (a) Survivorship bias (b) Recall Bias (c) Bias due to 

loss to follow-up (d) Selective hospital admission related bias (e) Berksonian bias. 

3. Which of the following types of studies is always retrospective: (a) Case-Control study (b) Clinical trial (c) Cohort study (d) 

Study on prognostic factors of a disease (e) Study on natural history of a disease.  

4. Case – control study should NOT be done in which of the following situations: (a) Evaluation of a newly developed hypothesis 

regarding risk factor for a disease (b) Evaluation of a risk factor for a rare disease (c) Evaluation of many different exposures 

for a disease (d) Evaluation of a prognostic factor for a disease (e) Evaluation of a risk factor which is likely to remain permanent. 

5. Conventional levels of “(Z1 - a/2)” and “( Z1 – b)” for calculating the sample size in a case control study are usually kept at 

0.05 (two tailed) and 0.20 respectively. Their numerical equivalents for calculating the sample size are, respectively: (a) 0.05 

and 0.20 (b) 2.57 and 1.67 (c) 1.67 and 0.50 (d) 1.00 and 4.00 (e) 1.96 and 0.84. 

Part - 2 

Cross-Sectional Analytical Studies 

14.10. Overview of Cross-Sectional Analytical Studies. The case control study is a very practical and quick method of 

ascertaining the association between (and indirectly estimating the risk due to) a suspected exposure (cause) and an outcome 

(effect), when both the cause and effect have already occurred and one has to go back retrospectively, tracing the history of 

exposure among the cases and controls. However, under the following situations, the case control design may not suit the 

research needs of the investigator: -  

a) If cases of the disease are not likely to be admitted, e.g. influenza, sore throat, scabies, dental caries, pediculosis, 

pyoderma, and so on. 

b) If the disease has a “wide clinical spectrum” so that a large number of cases may not be admitted to the hospital, e.g. 

low backache, anal fissure etc. 

c) When the objective is not to study the cause of a disease but rather the cause of heath related phenomena; e.g. Is the 

“health awareness regarding use of contraceptives” (exposure) more among the users of contraceptive (cases) as 

compared to non users (controls); or “Is tobacco smoking by adult males (cases) related to the history of their father 

being smoking (exposure)”. Since there is no “disease outcome” being studied, apparently there will be no “cases” of 

the disease and hence a case control study will be not possible. 

d) When the objective is to see the “correlation” between two continuously distributed variables either in the hospital 

settings (e.g. in a group of diabetics, is serum cholesterol related to blood sugar?) or in the settings of healthy community 

subjects (e.g., in the general population of adult males, is waist: hip ratio correlated with HDL: LDL ratio). 

  In all the above settings the investigator cannot proceed starting with cases and controls. Instead, he has to 

take a ‘sample’ of subjects from the study population and then search for the presence or absence of the disease (e.g. anal fissure, 

sore throat, etc.) or the attribute (presence or absence of adequate knowledge regarding contraceptives) or make readings about 

the two continuously distributed phenomena (e.g. collect data on serum cholesterol & blood sugar, or, waist: hip ratio and LDL: 



HDL) from each and every subject. The hypothetical results which he will get in these various situations (assuming that he took 

a sample of 1000 subjects) would be as demonstrated in Tables – 14.7 to 14.9, as follows:  

Table – 14.7. Relation between scabies and overcrowding     

Overcrowding in 

residence 

Scabies Total 

Present Absent 

Present 70 (70%) 180 (20%) 250 

Absent 30 (30%) 720 (80%) 750 

Total 100 (100%) 900 (100%) 1000 

 

Table – 14.8. Relationship between “non acceptance of vasectomy / Tubectomy” and “wrong apprehensions about 

permanent sterilization techniques” among couples with >3 children  

Wrong apprehension 

about vasectomy / 

Tubectomy 

Vasectomy / Tubectomy Total 

Acceptors Non Acceptors 

Present 10 (20%) 760 (80%) 770 

Absent 40 (80%) 190 (20%) 230 

Total 50 (100%) 850 (100%) 1000 

  

Table – 14.9. Correlation between serum cholesterol and blood sugar among Diabetic patients admitted to a hospital     

   

Patients Serial No Serum Cholesterol 

(mg / dl) 

Blood Sugar (Random) 

(mg / dl) 

 

1 240 210 * Correlation  

Coefficient (r) 

= 0.80 

2 190 185 

3 210 200 

500 285 240 

1000 180 170 

* Details on how to interpret correlation coefficient will be dealt with in a subsequent unit. 

14.11. Definition of Cross – Sectional Analytical Study. The cross-sectional analytical study is defined as an epidemiological 

research method in which the investigator draws a ‘sample’ out of the study population of interest, and examines all the subjects 

to detect those having the disease / outcome (or health related phenomena) and those not having this outcome of interest; and 

also, at the same time finds out whether or not they have the presence (or, give a History of such an exposure in the past) of the 

suspected cause (exposure), and thereafter assesses the association between the exposure and the outcome variable. It is so 

named since it is likely cutting a “cross section” of a study sample and ascertaining the presence / absence of both the exposure 

and the outcome at a single, given point of time. 

14.12. Differences between case – control and cross – sectional analytical study. The cross-sectional analytical study differs 

from the case control study in that in a case control study the investigator starts with a group of subjects already diagnosed to be 

having the disease (or health outcome) of interest (i.e., the “cases”) and picks up a comparison group of usually equal number 

of “controls” (presumed to be coming from the “same source population that gave rise to cases”) and compares the two groups 

regarding the presence (or history) of the suspected exposure. On the other hand in a cross sectional analytic study, the 

investigator starts with a “sample” of subjects and then finds out who in this sample have the disease (or the health related 

outcome) of interest and who do not have it as well as finds out at the same time whether or not they have the exposure (or give 

a history of exposure). Thus, in a cross-sectional analytical study, the investigator does not start with “cases” (as happens in a 



case control study) but rather with “subjects” about which she does not know at the point of beginning whether the subject is a 

case or a control. It is only after assessing each subject for the presence / absence of the outcome (as well as assessment of the 

“exposure” at the same time) does she come to know whether the subject is a case or a control and also whether the subject has 

(or does not have) the exposure variable.  

14.13. Advantages of a cross-sectional study. Apparently, in addition to the four situations mentioned in the start of this chapter 

the cross sectional analytic study and not the case control study is to be done, the cross-sectional study has certain additional 

distinct advantages over a case-control study, as follows:  

a) Since the subjects having the disease (or the health related outcome) of interest, i.e., the cases, as well as those not 

having it, i.e., the controls are derived from the same ‘sample’, one is definite that the controls represent the same 

source population that gave rise to cases (a requirement which is mandatory for the validity of case-control studies but, 

however, most of the times the investigator is never really sure that this assumption holds good or not). 

b) While in a case control study one does not get any idea of either the incidence or the prevalence, in a cross-sectional 

analytic study, one straightaway gets the prevalence of the disease or outcome of interest, e.g. in the preceding example, 

the prevalence of scabies is 100/1000 = 10% in the population; one also gets an idea of the prevalence of the exposure 

of interest, e.g. the prevalence of “wrong apprehensions about tubectomy or vasectomy is 770/1000 = 77% in the 

population. 

c) Having worked out the ‘prevalence’ one is really sure whether the disease or outcome of interest is really a ‘rare’ one 

or not (an assumption central to the validity of the odds ratio (OR) from a case control study being a valid estimator of 

risk; however once again the investigator is never sure in a case control study whether this is really so or not). 

d) The investigator can study “correlations” between two “continuously distributed phenomena” (e.g. Blood sugar and 

serum cholesterol; waist; Hip ratio and LDL: HDL ratio) – an objective which cannot be fulfilled in a case control 

study. 

e) The cross-sectional analytic study at many times can be used as the starting point of a cohort study (which cannot be 

achieved in a case control study). For example, having identified the ‘acceptors’ and ‘non acceptors’ of vasectomy / 

tubectomy, the investigator can now follow up these 2 groups (taking acceptors as ‘exposed’ and non-acceptors as ‘non 

exposed’ groups from now) and compare the rate of certain given medical complications (e.g. low backache, neurosis 

etc.) is the 2 groups. 

14.14. Disadvantages of cross-sectional analytical study. The advantages of a cross sectional analytic study over case control 

study come at the cost of certain disadvantages: -  

a) The investigator has to take a much larger sample; e.g. for studying the association between Lung CA and smoking, the 

investigator will need to examine about 1 million healthy subjects to get 100 cases; on the other hand for the same objective 

to be fulfilled by a case control study, the investigator needs to collect 100 cases from a cancer hospital and another 100 

controls – just 200 subjects would suffice. 

b) In addition to the large number of subjects, the logistic support needed for diagnostic work up would be tremendous – 

imagine a large number of specialist Doctors and their diagnostic back up equipment moving around in the community, 

examining one million persons! 

14.15. When to use the cross- sectional analytic study?  Keeping in view the advantages and disadvantages of the cross 

sectional analytic design vis a vis the case control method, it is recommended that when the investigator is faced, as his research 

objective, the following type of situations, he should consider using the cross-sectional analytic approach  

a) If the outcome / disease being studied is such that persons with the postulated outcome will not be admitted to the 

hospital, e.g., if the outcome is presence or absence of knowledge, attitudes or practices about a disease or a health 

related phenomena. 

b) If the disease is such that the cases will not be admitted (e.g., disease like common cold or mild diarrhoea). 



c) If the disease outcome is likely to have a very wide spectrum, so that only the small proportion of severe cases will be 

admitted to the hospital, e.g., low backache, anal fissure, lower abdominal pain in women, etc. 

d) If the objective is to study correlation of quantitative variables in healthy population, as whether fasting blood sugar 

correlates well with serum cholesterol in healthy adults. 

e) If the disease outcome is common and can be easily diagnosed in the in the general population, so that too much logistic 

efforts will not be required to identify the cases (and the controls inbuilt in the sample from which cases will come), 

e.g., tuberculosis, malaria, dengue, raised blood pressure, diabetes mellitus, etc. 

14.16. Cross sectional analytic  versus ‘longitudinal analytic” design.  If there are cross-sectional analytic studies then do we 

also have something like longitudinal analytic studies? Yes, there are the longitudinal analytical studies also, which are the 

‘Cohort study’ (which we shall describe later in this unit) and the ‘experimental studies’ (discussed in the next unit). These are 

what we can call “longitudinal analytical studies”, studying the exposure – outcome relationship by starting from the exposure 

(or, cause), following up the subjects (i.e. moving longitudinally) and finally assessing the development of outcome of interest. 

The basic methodological difference between “longitudinal analytic” and “cross sectional analytic studies” are –  

a) In a cross sectional analytic study each subject is examined only once, and assessment about the ‘outcome’ (present or 

absent) and the ‘exposure’ present or absent (or history of the same present or absent) is done at a single point of time. 

On the other hand, in a longitudinal analytic study, each subject is examined at least twice: -  

i) The first examination being to assess the level of exposure (present or absent) and to exclude the presence of 

disease / outcome of interest, at the point of time the study is started, and 

ii) The second examination being at the point of time of conclusion of the study, to assess whether the disease (or 

outcome) of interest has developed or not 

b) A cross sectional analytic study gives us the ‘prevalence’ and, as a measure of risk, the ‘prevalence odds ratio” (POR), 

which like the OR, gives us the fact that the exposure is likely to be ‘so many times among those having the disease or 

outcome, as compared to those not having the outcome’; and only indirectly, it gives us an estimate of ‘risk’ (RR). On 

the other hand, a longitudinal analytic study directly measures incidence as well as “Relative Risk” (Syn Risk Ratio, 

RR) which is a direct estimate of the risk of developing the disease (or outcome) due to the exposure. 

c) A cross-sectional study, like a case control study, remains prone to the problem of recall bias, survivorship bias and the 

difficulty in proving temporal relationship. (The advantage it offers over the case control study is that it helps 

overcoming “Hospital related bias”; ensures that “controls” are derived from the same source population which gave 

rise to cases; and gives us the prevalence of the disease). On the other hand a longitudinal analytic study overcomes the 

problems of recall bias, survivorship bias and temporal relationship.  

14.17. Steps in conducting a cross sectional analytical study.  

Step 1: - State your research question, research hypothesis, objectives, and background significance of the research question. 

Step 2: - Define the “Total (whole, reference) population” on which the study results will be applicable; and the “actual (study) 

population from which the sample will be drawn. The “actual (study) population” may be hospitalized patients or general 

community. Ensure that the actual population is a “representative subset” of the total population. 

Step 3: - Specify your study variables and the ‘scales’ of measurements: -  

a) Outcome variable: - This may be dichotomous (e.g. low backache present or absent) or polychotomous ordinal (normal, 

mild backache, moderate backache, severe backache) or continuous (Blood pressure, Serum cholesterol etc) or discrete 

(e.g., number of DMF teeth) or ordinal (satisfaction scores regarding health services, -2 as highly dissatisfied, -1 as 

slightly dissatisfied, 0 as neutral, +1 as slightly, +2 as highly satisfied). 

b) Exposure variable: - Once again, the exposure variable may be measured on any of the scales mentioned under outcome 

variable. One has to intelligently decide this, based on his research question and objectives, as to what she really wants 

to study. 



c) PCF: -  Make a detailed list of all the variables that can confound the exposure – outcome relationship (see unit on 

confounding, bias and measurement errors) and specify the scales of their measurement – usually the scale would be 

dichotomous (e.g., smoking present / absent) or polychotomous (cigarette smoking categories: non smoker / mild smoker 

(0 – 10 per day) / moderate (10-20) / Heavy (>20). If the purpose of research is to see the correlation between two continuous 

variables (e.g. between waist: hip ratio and LDL: HDL ratio) one may decide to measure certain confounders either on a 

continuous scale (e.g. Body Mass Index, Alcohol intake etc.) or on a discrete numerical scale (e.g. no. of days on which 

physical exercise in done in a week). 

Step 4: - Calculate the sample size: - The usual settings of the research as dictated by the research question would be: -  

a) When both, the outcome as well exposure, are being measured on dichotomous scale – e.g. we may be doing a cross 

sectional research with the objective of seeing the association between veg or non veg diet (exposure) and presence or 

absence of anal fissure (outcome), the outcome being measured on a dichotomous scale. The general equation for 

calculating the number of cases required to be studied will be (see previous unit on sample size calculation and sample 

size calculation for case control studies, as described earlier in this unit, for use of this equation). 

  

 

 

Now if the number of cases calculated by the above equation comes out to be 100; and say, the expected prevalence of 

the disease is 10%, i.e. 0.1 then the total sample size required for the cross sectional study 

= 
No. of cases required 

= 
100 

= 1000 
Prevalence 0.1 

Thus, we will need a sample of 1000 subjects to do this study, in which we will get 100 cases and 900 controls.  

b) When one of the outcome or exposure is being measured on dichotomous scale and the other on continuous E.g., we 

may be doing a study in a large obstetric hospital on the question “Does the mean birth weight of children born to 

smoker mothers differ significantly from the ones whose mothers do not smoke. Here the exposure is ‘dichotomous’ 

(smoking habit of mother) and the outcome (Birth weight of child) is ‘continuous’. The general equation would be: -  

n (each group) = 
(z1 - a/2 + z1 - b)2 X (SD1

2 + SD2
2) 

(X1- X2)2 

Now, let us say that based on above equation, we calculate that we need 100 smoker and 100 non-smokers’ mothers. 

We will also now have to specify the expected prevalence in each group in the population, e.g. the prevalence of 

smokers is 10 % and that of non-smokers is 90% among ladies who attend the obstetric hospital. We will now take the 

prevalence of the smaller group, i.e., 10% (or, 0.1) in this example, and calculate the total sample as  

No. of subjects required (in the group having 

smaller prevalence) 
= 

100 

= 1000 
Actual prevalence (in the group having smaller 

prevalence) 
0.1 

Thus, we will need 1000 newly delivered children. We would weigh each child and ask every mother regarding history 

of smoking habits.  

c) When both exposure and outcome are measured on continuous or discrete scale: - In other words, our objective would 

be to calculate the correlation coefficient between two continuously distributed variables; e.g. we may do a study in the 

general population or in the hospital, measuring the waist: hip ratio as well as LDL: HDL ratio of every subject, to see 

whether waist: hip ratio is correlated with LDL: HDL ratio. 

 In such situation we will have to start by the “expected correlation coefficient, (r)”, between the two variables. 

This expected figure we will get by the intensive review of literature / discussion with experts / pilot study. Now, the 

total sample size required (n) is given by the equation. 

(z1 - a/2 + z1 - b)2 X 2 X p X q 

(p1 - p0)2 



 N = [(z1 – a/2 + z1 – b) ÷ C ]2  + 3 

 Where C = 0.5 x In [(1 + r)  ÷   (1 – r)],  (where the term “In” denotes the “log normal”)  

Say, for example, in the above research question, the expected correlation coefficient between waists: hip ratio and 

LDL: HDL ratio is 0.5. Then,  

 C  = 0.5 x In [(1 + r) ÷   (1 – r)] 

  = 0.5 x In [(1 + 0.5)  ÷   (1 – 0.5)] 

  = 0.5 x In (3) = 0.5 x 1.10   = 0.55 

      N = [(z1 – a/2 + z1 – b)  ÷  c]2  + 3 

 Keeping alpha error at 0.05 two tailed and Beta error at 0.20 (conventional values), the values of z1 – a/2  will be 

1.96 and z1 – b will be 0.84. 

      N = [(1.96 + 0.84) ÷  0.55]2 + 3  = (5.09)2 + 3 = (25.92 + 3) = 28.92  = 29 

 Thus, the total number of subjects required in the study would be 29. 

Step 5: - Describe the sampling method: - Having determined the sample size, the investigator has to specify the method to 

choose a random, representative sample. In a hospital based cross-sectional analytic study the advisable method is to draw a 

systematic random sample or a consecutive sample. In a community based study with large population of subjects, it is usually 

advisable to go in for a multistage sampling, selecting, randomly, administrative or geographical units in the first and second 

stages and finally drawing a systematic random sample of subjects from the selected units. (See earlier unit on sampling 

methods). 

Step 6: - Ensure validity and reliability, prevent bias: - A thorough thought must be given to these aspects before starting the 

data collection. In general, the checklist which has been given in the chapter on case-control studies for prevention of bias applies 

equally well for cross sectional and should be checked meticulously. 

Step 7: - Data Collection: - Collect the data on a predesigned form. Ensure that before you start the data collection, you have 

undertaken a pilot study on a sample of 10% of the total required sample (5% in case of large sample studies) for validating and 

standardizing all your instruments, questionnaire and techniques. During the data collection of the actual study, frequently 

examine your proformae for any missing data and get back to the subjects if there is any missing data, at the earliest. If data 

collection is being done by different data collectors, cross check at least 20% of the filled proformae independently for ensuring 

quality control of data and reducing observer variations. Enter data Master chart or computer periodically and at an early date. 

Step-8: Analysis. The various contingencies that can occur during analysis of a cross-sectional analytical study are explained 

as follows: 

(a) If both exposure and outcome variables are measured on qualitative, dichotomous scale. For example, we may be doing a 

research to see whether anal fissure (outcome or disease variable) is associated with type of dietary habit, i.e., vegetarian or non-

vagetarian (exposure variable). WQe will study a sample of, say, 1000 adults from the general community and find out from 

each person regarding his / her dietary habits as well as history of having suffered from anal fissure. We will then set our data 

as per the following 2 X 2 table (Table 14.10 below): 

Table – 14.10: Distribution of persons with or without anal fissure, according to vegetarian / non-vegetarian dietary 

habits 

Dietary habits Having / Giving history 

of anal fissure 

Not having / Not 

giving history of anal 

fissure 

Total 

Non-vegetarian a b a + b 

Vegetarian c d c + d 

Total a + c b + d a + b + c + d 

       



      Calculate OR as :(a x d) / (b x c); calculate  95% CI of OR, and do Chi square test.    

b) If outcome is measured on dichotomous and exposure on polychotomous ordinal scale: - For example, see table – 

14.11 below  

Table-14.11 : Association between grades of cigarette smoking and hypertension 

  

   

        

  

     

  

 

 

 

 

Analyse 

by undertaking a chi square test for linear trend in proportions (as discussed in a subsequent unit). 

C) If either one of the exposure or the outcome is dichotomous and the other is on a continuous or discrete scale: -  For 

example, as shown in Table – 14.12 below. 

Table – 14.12. Association between low backache and hours spent in driving two wheelers  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Do a ‘t’ test for the difference between 2 means (Note that if instead of the scale being continuous or discrete, it is ordinal 

numerical, do a non-parametric test for difference between 2 medians, i.e. Mann Whitney ‘U’ test) 

d) If either of the exposure or outcome is polychotomous and the other is on a continuous or discrete scale: - e.g. 

Table – 14.13 below 

Table – 14.13. Association between Fluoride content of drinking water and Decayed, Missing and Filled (DMF) teeth 

  Fluoride Content in drinking water 

Absent Very Low Low Moderate High 

Average no. of DMF 

teeth in children 

X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 

SD1 SD2 SD3 SD4 SD5 

N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 

Do ‘ANOVA’ (If instead of the scale being continuous or discrete, it is ordinal numerical, do the non parametric test 

for difference between 3 or more medians, i.e. ‘Kruskal Wallis test’). 

e) If both the exposure as well as the outcome are on continuous scale: - e.g. as shown in table – 14.14 below. 

Table 14.14: Correlation between Waist: Hip ratio and Serum Cholesterol of 100 subjects. 

   

Subject 

No. 

Waist : Hip 

Ratio 

Serum Cholesterol 

Mg/dl 

Cigarette 

Smoking 

Hypertension 

Present Absent 

Non Smokers a b 

Mild Smokers 

(1-10 / day) 

c d 

Moderate 

(11-20 / day) 

e f 

Heavy 

(>20 / day) 

g h 

Scooter / Motor Cycle 

Driving 

Low back ache 

Present Absent 

Mean hours 

Spent driving 

Scooter per day 

Mean    =    X1 Mean    =    X2 

SD    =    SD1 SD    =    SD2 

n    =    n1  n    =    n2 

  



1 0.85 129 

2 1.10 245 

50 0.91 210 

100 0.88 200 

Calculate the correlation coefficient (r) and do a simple linear regression analysis. 

Step – 9: Control of confounding: -  Same as described in a case control study. If the outcome is measured on a 

dichotomous scale, do a ‘stratified analysis’ stratifying the data into strata having different levels of the confounders, and 

calculate the Mantel-Haenszel adjusted odds ratio. If the outcome is measured on a continuous or discrete scale, stratify it into 

strata- one having the confounder and other not having the confounder and to “Two – way ANOVA”. If there are many potential 

confounding variables, do a regression analysis: Multiple logistic regression if the outcome is on a dichotomous scale and 

multiple linear regression if the outcome is on a continuous or discrete scale. 

Part-3 

Cohort Studies. 

14.18. Overview of Cohort Studies. As discussed earlier, in this unit, the outstanding disadvantages of a case control study are 

that it is prone to various types of selection and information biases, especially, because the evaluation of the fact as to 

exposure was present or not is dependent on the subject’s ability to recall it. In addition, the temporal relationship is not 

certain, since one is not assured as to whether the exposure preceded or followed the outcome. Thirdly the case control design 

is affected by the problem of survivorship bias. These three major problems of case control study are overcome in the cohort 

study, through by paying a higher cost and tremendous increase in logistic effort. 

14.19. Definition of Cohort Studies. A cohort means a group of people sharing a common exposure (“cohort” was used to refer 

to a group of soldiers jointly moving into the battlefield). In this study, the investigator starts by picking up two comparable 

groups, one having the exposure (e.g. tobacco users) and the other not having the exposure (e.g. non users of tobacco). He then 

excludes the presence of the outcome of interest (e.g. lung CA) in both the groups at the start of the study, and then follows up 

both the groups for a reasonable amount of time, observing for the outcome of interest in both the groups and finally makes 

comparison as regards incidence of the outcome in the two groups. A diagrammatic representation of cohort study is shown in 

Figure – 14.2. below: 

Figure – 14.2 : Diagrammatic representation of cohort study 
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       outcome     

The comparison is finally made as: {(E+O+) ÷ (E+)} ÷ {(E-O+) ÷ (E-)}, thereby calculating the Relative Risk (i.e, Risk Ratio 

- RR). For example, to see the association between smoking and lung cancer, we can take a group of smokers (E+) and another 

group of non-smokers (E-). We would undertake an initial medical examination and exclude anybody who already has lung 

cancer. Thus, we will have two groups to start with, one of smokers not having lung CA (E+O-) and another of non-smokers 

not having long CA      (E-O-). We would now follow up these two groups for the relevant period of time, say 20 years, and 

see the incidence of lung cancer in each group, thereby calculating the Relative Risk (RR). 

14.20. Advantages of Cohort Study. The cohort study has certain major advantages in medical research:-  

i) It is, scientifically, a stronger design as compared to case control or cross-sectional analytical studies. 

Fig-14.2: 
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ii) It provides direct estimates of ‘incidence’ of the disease in the two groups and of the ‘risk’ due to the exposure for 

developing the outcome, by calculating the RR (a case control study gives neither incidence nor prevalence; the 

OR obtained from these studies is only a valid estimator of risk but not a direct measure of the same). 

iii) It overcomes the problem of recall bias since the exposure is recorded by the investigator at the start of the study 

accurately, and is not dependent on the ability of subject to recall it.  

iv) The ‘temporality’ is assured since the outcome is excluded at the start of the study (only exposed / not exposed 

groups who do not have the outcome are kept at start of the study), which ensures that the exposure definitely 

preceded the outcome. 

v) The exposure-outcome relationship is not biased due to “survivorship”, since the starting point consists of subjects 

who, at that point of time, do not have the disease of interest, and they are followed forward from this point of 

time. It is thus not dependent on those who have survived from the disease and are hence living to give the history 

of exposure (or deny the history of exposure) and hence the exposure history may have been different in the group 

who already died of the disease. 

vi) Any change in “exposure status” occurring in between the study period can be recorded. 

vii) We can study multiple outcomes that can occur due to a given exposure. For example, in addition to lung cancer, 

one can study various other outcomes of smoking as chronic bronchitis, emphysema, amblyopia, etc. 

viii) Is a good method for assessing the effects of an exposure that is rare (e.g. occupational, environmental or sports 

exposures) and which can be assembled at the start of the study. For example exposure to “Nickel” is otherwise 

rare but we can do a cohort study among workers in an industry in which Nickel is being used. 

ix) One can study the entire spectrum of disease (mild, moderate or serious) due to a given exposure in contrast to a 

case control study where mild cases are likely to be missed out due to non-hospitalization. 

14.21. Disadvantages of Cohort Study. The above mentioned advantages, however, are achieved along with some outstanding 

disadvantages, viz: -  

i) Time consuming – one has to wait for long time to get the results, especially if a disease has long induction period 

(e.g. cancers, IHD etc). 

ii) Inefficient design for a rare disease since we will need a very large number of subjects to get adequate number of 

cases of the disease of interest, e.g. if the incidence of lung cancer is one case per 10,000 population, we will have 

to start with about a million subjects to finally get 100 cases of lung cancer. 

iii) Loss to follow up is an important problem; at times it may be large enough to invalidate the study results. 

iv) Cross over / contamination bias is a potential problem; e.g. in a prospective study of IHD, subjects may gain 

knowledge and change over from smokers to non smokers. 

14.22. When to select a cohort design. The cohort design should therefore be undertaken if the answer to the following questions 

is “yes”:- 

a) Is the disease a reasonably common one ? 

b) Is the follow up period required “reasonably short”, so that you can conveniently complete the study? 

c) Has some amount of evidence regarding the association between exposure and outcome been already provided by case 

control or cross-sectional analytical or ecological studies? 

d) Are the subjects in your two groups (exposed and not exposed) reasonably likely to continue in the study? 

e) Are you sure you are studying risk factors / risk markers / prognostic factors and not some therapeutic or preventive 

procedures ? 

 In general, in the routine health sciences research work, obstetric studies, pediatric studies, studies on most of the 

infectious diseases and studies on prognostic factors in clinical settings are the most ideally suited for cohort studies, through a 

number of large scale and long term studies in public health (e.g. Framingham study) have, no doubt, been done as a cohort 

study. 



14.23. Steps in designing, conducting and analyzing a cohort design. The following is a stepwise framework for planning, 

designing, conducting and analyzing a cohort study.     

Step 1 – Specify the research question, objectives and background significance of the research question, after doing a thorough 

reading into the subject and analyzing the research work already done by other workers on this question. 

Step 2 – Specify the variables of interest and their scales of measurement: -  

a) Exposure variable – Usually in a cohort study the exposure variable is measured on a ‘dichotomous scale’ (i.e. 

exposed or not exposed). However, at times the exposure variable may be measured on a ‘polychotomous ordinal 

scale’ (not exposed, slightly exposed, moderately exposed, intensely exposed, etc); this is of special utility in 

measuring the dose response relationship.  

b) Outcome variable – The outcome variable would be the disease or other health related outcome which the 

investigator hypothesizes to occur as a result of the exposure. The outcome may be dichotomous (e.g. developed 

/ did not develop lung CA) or polychotomous ordinal (remained normotensive / developed mild hypertension / 

developed moderate hypertension / developed severs hypertension) or continuous (e.g. serum cholesterol levels) 

or discrete (e.g. no. of DMF teeth) or numerical ordinal (e.g. score of respiratory disability 0, 1, 2, 3, etc, 

developed after exposure to occupational dust). 

c) PCF – Make an intensive search of the literature and contact the experts to find out all the variables that could be 

potential confounders of the exposure – outcome relationship. Specify the scales of measurement on which the 

data regarding these potential confounders will be recorded. In general, it is advisable to record the data regarding 

confounders on a dichotomous (e.g. sex-male/female) or a polychotomous ordinal (e.g. non smoker, mild, 

moderate heavy smoker) scales. 

Step 3 –  

a) Specify the time frame and settings of the study – Specify the duration of follow up and the general settings of 

place and type of population in which the study will be carried out. 

b) Specify clearly the inclusion and exclusion criteria – e.g. we may like to restrict the study to males with a view to 

control confounding due to sex; or exclude such subjects who are likely to be lost to follow up or subjects with a 

disease which is likely to interfere with the occurrence of outcome of our interest. 

Step 4 – Select the study cohort: -  

 The study cohort is the one which has the ‘exposure’. This may be –  

a) Special exposure groups – e.g. spraymen for studies on effect of pesticides; radiologists for studies on effect of 

radiation; occupational groups exposed to certain occupational hazardous substances. 

b) General population cohort, i.e., Cohort defined on basis of geographical or administrative boundaries – e.g. people 

living in a given state or district (like Framingham heart study) or patients attending a given OPD or hospital or 

living in the catchment area of the hospital. The special advantage of such cohort is that the same group will give 

an exposed as well as unexposed (comparison) cohort. E.g. for the study on association of smoking during 

pregnancy (exposure) and low birth weight (outcome) all patients enrolled at an ANC may be followed up. This 

group will give, within itself, an exosed cohort (i.e., pregnant smokers) as well as an unexposed cohort (i.e. non-

smoker pregnant ladies). 

c) Groups offering special resources – e.g. all registered doctors can be followed up for development of IHD after 

recording their physical activity levels. They will give special advantage of an accurate reporting as well as ease 

of follow up due to availability of registration numbers. 

Step 5 – Select the comparison cohort: - this is very important. It can be done as follows: -  

a) Inbuilt comparison group – The complete cohort will give within itself an exposed and another non exposed cohort 

as in example given in step 4(b) above. This is in fact the best method of obtaining a comparison group, in general, 

in the usual settings of clinical research. 



b) Comparison with general population rates – We can work out the rates among the exposed cohort in our study and 

compare them with the known / published rates of same disease in overall population, by using the procedure of 

standardization. However, for the usual health research settings this procedure is not a feasible one. It is mainly 

used in large public health studies involving large and widely scattered study populations. 

c) Assembling a special comparison cohort – e.g. in a study of the association between exposure to petroleum fumes 

and subsequent bone marrow damage, workers handling the filling equipment at petrol pumps may be taken as 

exposed cohort while workers sitting in the offices or ancillary workers in the same petrol pumps may be taken as 

the specially assembled comparison cohort. However, in such instances one must ensure that there is no selection 

bias, i.e. persons who are in the comparison group may be in some other ways different from the exposed group 

(like better health status) and this may indirectly be related to the disease of interest. For example we may do a 

study on the occurrence of Diabetes among roadways bus drivers and may keep the bus conductors as control 

group. However, we must realize that bus conductors are most of the time physically active (standing or moving 

around in the bus) as compared to the drivers who are most of the time sitting on their seats and this variable 

(physical activity) may itself be associated with diabetes. 

d) Multiple comparison groups – More than one comparison groups of the mentioned in (a), (b) & (c) above may be 

used, if feasible, to increase the validity of findings. 

Step 6 – Calculate the sample size.  Sample size calculation is the same as explained for case control study except that in a cohort 

study, “P” is the proportion of the “unexposed cohort” that is likely to develop the disease.(Refer to unit – 13 on sample size 

calculation). E.g. in a study of smoking – IHD association, if about 5% of non smokers are likely to develop IHD (over the 

defined period of follow up say 15 years) then P0 = 0.05.     

Step 7 – Specify the sampling procedure. The usual method of sampling for both the exposed and unexposed cohort groups is 

by simple random or by systematic random sampling methods (or a “consecutive sample” method for hospitalized / OPD 

patients). (See earlier unit on sampling methods). Select a little more (about 10% to 20% extra) because some will be removed 

on initial medical examination (because they may be already suffering from the outcome) and some will be lost to follow up. 

Step 8 – Exclude the disease or outcome of interest in both the exposed and unexposed cohort groups at the outset.  Once the 

required number of subjects (minimum required sample plus about 10% to 20% extra) have been sampled, do an initial medical 

examination to exclude out all those subjects, in which the groups, who already have the disease of interest. 

Step 9 – Obtain data on exposure level.  This is an extremely important issue. The following methods are used: -  

a) Direct interview of cohort members – Using questionnaire, by direct interviews of individual cohort members. Use 

proper questionnaire and interview techniques. Common example of such exposure data are details of smoking, 

alcohol, sexual activities, personal habits, dietary information, physical exercise, personality type, etc. 

b) By medical examination or diagnostic procedures – For example, for assessing whether a person is obese or not, 

is having raised cholesterol or not, etc. Ensure validity of information by standardizing all the examination 

instruments and techniques and by examining both groups similarly. 

c) By measures of environment – e.g. levels of pollutants in home environment, drinking water pollution levels etc. 

Again, use standardized equipment and techniques.  

d) Records – e.g. for recording the levels of exposure to irradiation, drugs, etc, medical records can be used. Initial 

medical examination card at the time of entry to school or in job can provide valuable details of an exposure. 

Step 10 – Obtain data on all Potenial Confounding Factors (PCF). Identify all potential confounders for the hypothesized 

exposure – outcome relationship, by thorough studying the subject and by discussion with experts in the subject. Record all 

details of PCF, using steps as described in step 9 (a) to (d), record details data on all potential confounding factors.  

Step 11 – Consider matching.  Usually in cohort study matching is not important; Data should be collected for all PCF and 

adjustment for confounding is made during analysis. However, if considered feasible, the exposed and non exposed cohort 



groups may be “frequency matched” in respect of important confounders like age, sex or other important PCF. Avoid “pair-

matching” as it further increases the cost of an already expensive cohort study. 

Step 12 – Follow up and ascertainment of ‘outcome’ of interest.  Follow up should be meticulously undertaken for the 

period already decided. Due attention should be paid while making measurements for detecting the outcome of interest. The 

general measures for ensuring validity and reliability have already been detailed in the earlier unit on “errors of measurement, 

confounding and bias” and they should be meticulously followed. In addition, special attention should be paid to the following 

types of measurement biases that can crop up in the cohort studies. 

a) Ascertainment bias – This would occur because of differential ascertainment of the outcome between the two 

groups. For obviating this, inform all subjects of both groups (exposed as well as non-exposed) well in advance of 

the dates and timings of medical examination and ensure that both the groups are examined by observers who have 

similar type of training and using similar type of instruments and techniques. 

b) Observer bias – This may occur because the investigator is aware about the fact as to which subject is ‘exposed’ 

and who is not exposed. For obviating this, if possible, ‘blind’ the observer to the exposure status, the details of 

exposure being known only to another co-worker who is himself not making any ascertainment of the outcome.  

c) Cross over bias – This may happen because those having the exposure (e.g. smokers) may cross over to the non 

exposed group (i.e. because non smokers) and vice versa due to the knowledge gained during the study. Periodic 

evaluation of both the groups as regards level of exposure, making entries in the records and subsequent 

adjustments in the data analysis can help over coming this problem. 

d) ‘Loss to follow up’ bias – Some subjects in any case are likely to be lost to follow up / drop out. However, at times 

it may become a substantial problem. It is generally accepted that if more than 30% of the study subjects are lost 

to follow up, then the results of the study are to be viewed skeptically. The following steps help in overcoming this 

type of bias: -  

i) Take detailed addresses not only of the subjects but also of their friends and relatives; contact them and 

make best of efforts to trace those who have been lost to follow up. 

ii) If the subjects have migrated, try to get information about them through a mailed questionnaire. If they 

have died, try and obtain information from medical records and death certificates.  

iii) Do an analysis in respect of certain demographic variables (e.g. age, sex, education, general health status, 

etc.) to see whether those who have been lost to follow up are similar or else quite different from those who 

have remained in the study.  

iv) Consult a research methodologist for undertaking a “best case, worst case” analysis while working out the 

risk estimates, in case the loss to follow up has been more than 10% of the total subjects. 

Step 13 – Analysis of data.  The general methods of analysis of data, lay out of tables and statistical tests for association 

between exposure and outcome and control of confounding are the same as have been described in detail for case control studies, 

earlier in this unit. The major difference is that in cohort study we would calculate the Relative Risk (RR) as (incidence in 

exposed / incidence in unexposed), and not the odds ratio (OR) as in a case control study. (Also see measures of effect and 

association, as described in an earlier unit). 

14.24. Certain special types of cohort studies. The details that I have described above pertains to the classical type of cohort 

studies. However, there are some special types of cohort studies, as follows: 

a) Retrospective cohort studies – In this type of study the investigator identifies a group of individuals based on their 

characteristics in the past and reconstructs their subsequent disease experiences upto some defined time in the more recent 

past. E.g. in a study in a developed country, all persons who were exposed to “agent orange” (a chemical warfare agent) 

many years back during wartime, were identified on the basis of records, along with another similar group of soldiers who 

were not exposed to this agent. Both these groups so identified on the basis of records were then followed forward from the 

distant past till the more recent past for various organ / system diseases. This type of study thus differs the usual prospective 



cohort study in which the cohort is identified on the basis of current characteristics and then followed forward in time. 

However, it is clearly different from a case control study in that in this study, the investigator does not start with cases (of 

the disease) and controls, but, in fact, starts from the point of exposure and follows the two group’s forwards. Thus while 

cohort studies are usually “prospective”, they can be retrospective cohort studies also, as described above. 

b) Nested cohort (syn : nested case control) study: -  It is an excellent method which combines the advantages of a cohort and 

a case control study (hence classified as a ‘hybrid’ design by some epidemiologists). The investigator identifies a cohort 

and follows it up for the required period of time. As the cases of diseases keep occurring, the investigator keeps picking up 

these cases along with equal number of controls from the same cohort and compares them for the exposure history. In 

addition, if by some method, the information regarding exposure can be recorded when the cohort is assembled, the problem 

of recall bias can be minimized. 

  As an example, say we are working on a hypothesis that high serum lithium levels may be a cause of subsequent mental 

illness. The problem is that undertaking serum lithium analysis may be a very costly affair; however, blood samples can be 

preserved for 15-20 years. What we can do is to take a cohort of say 1000 persons who are free of mental disease, collect 

their blood samples, cold preserve them and watch for 15-20 years; over this period if 10 case of mental disease occur, we 

can take out their blood samples along with 10 randomly selected samples of those who have not developed mental illness, 

analyze these 20 samples for serum lithium and make comparisons between the two groups (developed mental illness and 

did not develop it) as regards lithium levels. The tremendous advantages that have occurred in this study are: -  

 Instead of doing 1000 serum lithium tests (as we would have done in a normal cohort study) we have done only 20 

samples as a case control study. 

 We can calculate the incidence of the disease which would not have been possible in a usual case control study. 

 The difficulties of recall bias and that the controls may be from a different source population than cases (which occur 

in a case control study) have been prevented. 

14.25. Studies on Prognostic Factors.  Studies on prognostic factors form a very important component of medical 

research, particularly in clinical settings. A study on prognosis has two essential elements: -  

(a) It is always a cohort study – Case-control study should not be used for assessment of prognostic factors since it is 

characteristically affected by “survivorship bias” (i.e. what we get as cases in a case-control study are the ones who 

have survived and they may be very different from those who died of that disease, in respect of the particular prognostic 

factor being studied). Similarly, a prognostic study cannot be an experimental design since you cannot randomize a 

group of patients with a disease into two groups, and allocate the prognostic factors to one of the groups and tell the 

other group not to develop the given prognostic factor.  

(b) It must start with an “inception cohort” – An inception cohort is defined as one which is enrolled in the study at a point 

when the earliest, but at the same time, unambiguous, signs/symptoms of the particular disease appeared in the patients 

or subjects. 

 With the above two facts in the background, the remaining aspects of planning and execution of prognostic 

studies are the same as described for a cohort study. A random sample of patients/subjects presenting as inception 

cohort is drawn and this gives us the two groups – the exposed groups (having or developing the particular prognostic 

factor under study) and the unexposed group (not having or not developing the prognostic factor). Data is also recorded 

as regards various other potential confounding factors (like age, sex, baseline clinical and biochemical parameters, etc) 

at the time of start of the study, for subsequent adjustment during the stage of analysis. (Apparently, control of 

confounding by matching in a study on prognostic factors is generally not possible). The 2 groups are then followed up 

for the relevant period of time and assessed periodically for the outcome of interest (which may be death, or 

development of some clinical complication or alteration of some biochemical parameters, etc). It is always desirable 

that the assessment of outcome be done in a blind fashion, i.e. by an investigator who is not aware as to which particular 

group the subject belongs to. 



 Final analysis involves calculation of crude Relative Risk of getting the outcome when the prognostic factor 

is present as compared to when it is absent. Adjusted Relative Risk must be calculated using Mantel-Haenszel method 

(discussed in the unit on “confounding”) by stratified analysis. If there are many confounding variables, calculation of 

adjusted estimates by multiple logistic regression analysis will be advisable, including assessment of interaction (effect 

modification) that any other PCF may have with the prognostic factor under study. Under certain conditions a “Nested 

care control design” (see example and details earlier) can be used for studies on prognostic factors. 

14.26. Check your progress – 2. 

6. When the researcher takes a study sample from the reference population and examines each study subject for the presence of 

the disease (outcome) as well as for the presence / absence of exposure, at the same point of time, this type of study is: (a) 

Longitudinal descriptive study (b) Cross-sectional descriptive study (c) Case-control study (d) Cohort study (e) Cross-sectional 

analytical study. 

7. With a view to study the research question “Do raised levels of serum homocysteine (i.e, levels 0f > 20 Units) are a risk 

predictor for subsequent IHD?”, the serum samples of 1000 apparently healthy middle aged male, free of IHD, were drawn and 

cold preserved. Over the next 3 years, 25 of these subjects developed IHD and their serum samples were taken out from the cold 

storage and analysed for homocysteine levels. In addition, serum samples of 25 subjects who did not develop IHD were also 

taken out and analysed. This study is a typical example of: (a) Longitudinal descriptive study (b) Clinical trial (c) Ecological 

study (d) Nested Case Control Study (e) Cohort study. 

8. A distinct advantage of a Cross-sectional study over a Case-control study is that in a Cross-sectional study: (a) We are quite 

sure that the controls (non-diseased subjects) are derived from the same source population which gave rise to cases of the disease 

(b) There is no recall bias (c) There is no survivorship bias (d) is cheaper and logistically more convenient (e) We can calculate 

the incidence rates. 

9. In a research question “Does exposure to asbestos fibres is a risk factor for lung cancer?”, asbestos exposure is a rare exposure 

in the general population but can be commonly seen among industrial workers in industries handling asbestos. The best type of 

study to answer this question would therefore be: (a) Clinical trial (b) Case Control Study (c) Cohort Study (d) Cross-sectional 

analytical study (e) Correlational (ecological) study. 

10. A cohort study can be: (a) Only prospective (b) Only retrospective (c) Always interventional (d) Usually prospective but can 

be sometimes retrospective (e) Usually Cross-sectional. 

14.27. Summary. 

 As we have seen in discussions held in various previous units, research / epidemiological studies can be broadly of two 

types – “descriptive”, in which we do not proceed with any per-formed hypothesis and study only a single group of subjects, 

not making any comparisons but rather with the prime objective of “describing a disease or other health related outcome, in 

terms of its frequency, and its distribution according to person., place and time related variables. On the other hand, the 

second broad category is the “analytical studies” in which we start with the intention of testing a preformed hypothesis of 

the possible association between an exposure and outcome variable, study at least two groups and make comparisons 

between them regarding the “risk” of outcome in the exposed and the unexposed groups and finally undertake statistical 

procedures on the data collected in the study, to finally accept or reject the hypothesis which was being studied. 

  “Analytical studies” as we have described in the previous unit, can be “interventional” (or experimental) in which the 

researcher / epidemiologist deliberately “intervenes” by giving the exposure variable to one group (called the trial or exposed 

group) and withholds it from the other group (called as the control or comparison group), follows up the two groups for a 

reasonable period of time, and assesses for the occurrence of outcome in the two groups. On the other hand, when the 

epidemiologist does not herself introduce the exposure variable, but rather observes and compares the two groups which 

have already been created by the nature, one already having the exposure variable and the other not having it (or else, one 

having the outcome variable and other not having it), we call such analytical studies as “observational” analytical studies. 

These can be of further three main types, namely, Case-control studies, Cross-sectional analytical studies and “Cohort” 



studies” which have been discussed in detail in the present unit.  

 A case control study is an analytical observational study in which the researcher takes a sample of subjects who have already 

developed the disease / outcome of interest and a comparable group of subjects who have not developed the disease / 

outcome. The researcher now finds out the history (or presence) of exposure form all these subjects, thereafter comparing 

the diseased and the non-diseased (control) group as regards the presence of history of exposure and calculating the Odds 

ratio (OR) as a measure of the risk which the exposure is likely to carry for the outcome. In addition, we calculate the chi-

square test and the 95%  CI of OR 

 A case control study has the advantage that cases of disease / outcome of interest are easily available in hospitals and 

healthcare establishments and can be easily collected for the study. It is therefore logistically easy, cheap, and gives quick 

results. However, it suffers from major disadvantages of being prone to various types of selection and measurement bias. 

Important among these biases are the recall bias (since the assessment of exposure is dependent on the ability of the subject 

to recall it), survivorship bias (since the subjects studied as cases are the ones who are living and not those who have already 

died because of the disease) and ascertainment bias (the investigator may assess the cases and controls differentially). 

 Case control study is ideally suited for answering research questions which are directed towards the study of risk factors for 

a disease, especially if the hypothesis regarding the association between an exposure and a disease outcome has been 

recently developed (initial, “fishing expeditions”). It is also a method of choice when the disease is rare or when the effect 

of many different exposures has to be examined in causing a particular disease outcome. It is also useful when the exposure 

is likely to be a permanent one, as blood groups or genetic factors. 

 Case control should be never used when studying the effects of a treatment / therapy or a preventive procedure. It should 

also not be used when studying the prognostic factors for a disease or the natural history of progression of a disease. 

 The case control study cannot calculate either the incidence or the prevalence of the disease outcome. It can only calculate 

the Odds Ratio (OR) which is a surrogate measure of Relative Risk (RR) derived form a cohort study, provided that two 

assumptions are met with – firstly, that the disease outcome is rare in the population being studied (incidence or prevalence 

is less than 5%) and that the controls (non-diseased) subjects are derived from the same source population which gave rise 

to cases.. 

 In a cross-sectional analytical study, the researcher selects a study sample from the reference population and examines all 

the subjects for the presence or absence of both, the exposure variable as well as the outcome (disease) variable at the same 

point of time. It is thus different from case control study in that while in a case control study, the epidemiologist starts from 

known “cases” of the  disease (i.e., those having the outcome) and “Non-cases (i.e., controls, viz. those not having the 

outcome / disease of interest), in a cross sectional analytical study the epidemiologist starts with a “subject” and after 

examining each and every subject for both, the exposure as well as the outcome, the investigator is able to create four 

groups, namely E+O+, E+O-, E-O+ and E-O-. The cross-sectional study can work out the “prevalence” of the disease. In 

analysis of this study, we calculate the Odds Ratio (in case the disease is rare, i.e., if prevalence comes out to be < 5%) or 

else we calculate the “Prevalence Odds Ratio” (POR) if the prevalence is more than 5%, as : (Prevalence of disease in 

exposed group ÷ Prevalence of disease in non-exposed group). In addition, we calculate the chi-square test and the 95%  CI 

of OR as in a case control study. 

 The cross-sectional study has the advantage over the case control study in that we are sure that the non-diseased subjects 

(i.e., the controls) are coming from the same source population which gave rise to cases. In addition we also get to be aware 

whether the diseases is rare (by being able to calculate the prevalence of the disease, which is not possible in a case control 

study).  

 The cross –sectional analytical study however,  suffers from the disadvantage that it requires a large sample of subjects 

taken frrom the reference population, to be examined for both the outcome as well as the exposure at the same time, while 

in case control study, we study only a limited number of subjects (cases) based on the sample size calculations, and an equal 



number of controls. Thus the cross-sectional analytical study is much more costly and time consuming than a case control 

study. In addition, it suffers from the same type of biases as can occur in a case control study (viz., recall bias, survivorship 

bias and ascertainment bias). 

 The cross sectional analytical study should therefore be utilized if the hypothesis regarding an exposure and outcome has 

already been successfully evaluated by a case control or ecological (correlational) study and it is not possible or feasible to 

undertake a cohort study in the near future. Cross sectional analytic study is particularly advantageous over a case control 

study if the disease outcome is such that many patients may not come, or get admitted, to the hospitals for various reasons. 

It is however disadvantageous in that it carries a lot of cost and logistic effort as compared to a case control study. 

 The third, and a very important type of study is the “Cohort study” design. It is defined as a epidemiological / research study 

in which the researcher starts by selecting a sample of subjects who have an exposure of interest to the research work and 

another comparable group of subjects who do not have the exposure. At this point of start, the researcher first of all examines 

all the subjects and excludes any subject who already has the outcome / disease of interest at the point of start of the study. 

The researcher now follows up these two groups (Exposed and no disease; and, non-exposed and no disease) forward in 

time for a “reasonable” period of time and assesses the two groups for the development of outcome. 

 The comparison in a cohort study involves calculation of the incidence rates of the disease / outcome in the exposed group 

(IE) and non-exposed group (IO) and thereafter calculating the amount of risk, as well as the strength of association by 

computing the Relative Risk (Risk ratio, RR) as (IE ÷ IO).   In addition, the chi square test and 95% CI of RR is calculated. 

 Cohort study is scientifically a very strong design, only second to intervention (experimental) design in its strength to prove 

a cause and effect relationship. This is because the study can calculate the incidences in the exposed and non exposed groups 

and thus calculate the RR and also the temporal relationship (that the exposure preceded the outcome) is assured. However, 

it has the limitation that it cannot be used for assessing the efficacy of a treatment or preventive procedure; for these 

situations only a clinical trial (interventional design) is to be used. 

 The major disadvantages of the cohort studies are firstly that the period of follow up may be very long, and that they are 

costly as well as logistically and financially cumbersome. It is also prone to certain specific types of biases, namely, loss to 

follow up bias and differential ascertainment bias of the two groups being followed up.  

 The cohort design is therefore recommended to be used in the following situations. Firstly, it is the only design that can be 

used for studying the role of a prognostic factor in predicting the course of a disease and for studying the survival among 

diseased patients. It is also the ideal design to finally prove the role of a risk factor in causing a disease, especially when 

some evidence has been built up in this direction by case-control or cross-sectional analytic or ecological studies. It therefore 

becomes particularly useful if the exposure being considered is a “rare’ exposure or when the period of follow up is 

reasonably manageable, as happens in most of the obstetric and paediatric situations as well in most of the infectious 

diseases. 

14.28. Glossary. 

 Case-control studies: Epidemiological / research studies in which subjects are selected on the basis of whether they 

have the outcome (i.e., disease) of interest or not, with the “cases” being those who are having the disease or outcome 

and the “controls” not having the outcome, and these two groups are compared as regards the history (or current 

presence) of the exposure variable of interest. Also referred to as “retrospective studies”. It cannot calculate either the 

incidence or prevalence of the disease but can calculate “Odds ratio (OR)” as a measure of relative risk (risk ratio). 

 Cohort studies: Studies in which subjects are selected on the basis of whether they have or do not have the exposure 

variable under study and after having been selected, are followed up for defined period of time for development of the 

outcome / disease of interest. It is usually referred to as “prospective study”. It can calculate the incidence rates of the 

disease in the two groups and hence can calculate the Risk Ratio. 



 Incidence rate: The number of new cases of a disease (numerator) occurring in a defined population (denominator) over 

a defined period of time.  

 Null Hypothesis. It is a statement regarding the value of a population parameter, which says that there is “No difference” 

in the large populations as regards the parameter being studied and any difference observed between the samples under 

study is entirely due to sample error (random variations or “chance”).  

 Z (1 - a/2),  Z (1 - a),  Z (1 - b). These represent the “standard errors from the mean. Z (1 - a/2) and  Z (1 - a) are functions of “level; 

of confidence” (two-tailed and one-tailed respectively) and Z (1 - b) is a function of the “power” of a study. 

 One sided and two sided tests. In hypothesis testing situations, a one-tailed situation occurs when the difference being 

tested is directionally specified (i.e., that one parameter will be either only lesser or only higher than the other parameter) 

and this is to be done beforehand at the time of planning the study. For example the hypothesis that X1 is > X2 but X1 

is NOT < X2, being tested against the null hypothesis which says that X1 = X2 is a one-tailed situation. On the other 

hand, a two tailed situation occurs when the difference being tested for significance is not directionally specified 

beforehand (i.e., when the test is considering that X1 may be > X2 or X1 can be < X2, against a null hypothesis of X1 

= X2). 

 Cause & Effect Relationship. An association between two variables in which an alteration in the frequency or quality 

of one variable is followed by a corresponding change in the other. Also known as “Exposure – Outcome Relationship”, 

“Exposure – Disease Relationship” “Independent variable – Dependent variable Relationship”, and “Predictor variable 

– Disease Relationship”.  

 Cause Variable. It is also synonymous with the terms “exposure”, “predictor” and “independent” variable. It stands for 

the particular variable which is hypothesised to be the cause of an outcome or disease, e.g., in the hypothesis that 

tobacco chewing leads to cancer of mouth, tobacco chewing is the “cause” variable. 

 Effect Variable. It is also synonymous with the terms “outcome” “disease” and “dependent” variable. It stands for the 

particular variable which is postulated to result due to the hypothesised “cause” variable, e.g., in the hypothesis that 

tobacco chewing leads to cancer of mouth, cancer of mouth is the “effect” variable. 

 Temporality. It refers to an association in terms of time. For a cause and effect relationship to hold good, it has to be 

shown that the hypothesised cause occurred before (i.e., preceded) the postulated effect, e.g., in the hypothesis that 

tobacco chewing leads to cancer of mouth, it should be reasonably shown that subjects started chewing tobacco before 

they developed cancer of the mouth. 

 Prospective studies. When the researcher starts from the point that only the suspected cause (exposure) has occurred 

but the outcome (effect) has not occurred and thereafter “FOLLOWS UP” the subjects from this point to a future point 

of time, it is a “prospective” (forward looking) study. The classical examples are an experimental study, cohort study 

and longitudinal descriptive study. 

 Retrospective studies. If the investigator starts the study at a point when both the cause (exposure) as well as the effect 

(outcome or Disease) have occurred, and he picks up subjects who have already got the disease or outcome, asking 

them about the history of exposure in the past, it is a retrospective (backward looking) study. The example is a “case-

control” study. 

 Interventional Studies: - When the investigator deliberately introduces the cause or exposure into a group of subjects 

and holds another group (in which he does not deliberately introduce the cause or exposure) as control, it is an 

“Interventional (experimental)” study. As the name suggests, all intervention (experimental) studies fall in this group, 

the most classical example being clinical trials. 

 Observational studies. If the investigator does not deliberately introduce a cause (exposure) but simply “observes” the 

natural phenomena that are already occurring, it is an “observational” study. Such observational study may be 

“descriptive” or “analytic”. 



 Descriptive studies. In a descriptive study there is only one group which is studied, there being no comparison group. 

A descriptive study does not start with a particular hypothesis. It only “describes” the disease or health related 

phenomena according to person, place and time, and finally culminates with development of one or more hypothesis 

regarding cause and effect relationships about that disease. 

 Analytical studies. Analytical study is one which has at least 2 groups – a group having the exposure (or having the 

outcome) and another group not having it, thus serving as comparison group. An analytic study starts with a particular 

hypothesis regarding cause and effect relationship and finally culminates in either proving or disproving the hypothesis. 

Examples are case-control study, cross-sectional analytic study, cohort study and experimental study. 

 Longitudinal studies. A longitudinal study is the same as prospective study, in that all subjects are “followed up” from 

a defined point of time till another point of time in future. The essential characteristics of a longitudinal study are that 

firstly, all subjects have to be examined at least twice (once when the study is started and at least once more at the end 

of the follow up period). Secondly, since the longitudinal study finds out how many new cases of the outcome or disease 

of interest have occurred (numerator) out of those who were initially free of the condition but were at risk 

(denominator), over a defined time period of follow-up, it gives us the incidence. 

 Cross-sectional analytical studies. In a cross-sectional study the subjects are examined only once (through the cross-

sectional study may itself be conducted over a period of time, may be one or two years). Secondly, since the subjects 

are not examined at least twice, we cannot make out how many new cases of outcome or disease of interest have 

occurred over a period of time and hence we cannot calculate the incidence. What we get in a cross-sectional study is 

the number of persons who are present with the outcome or disease at the point of time (the point of time at which they 

are examined), out of the total subjects, thus calculating the prevalence. A longitudinal study may proceed with only 

one group of subjects (longitudinal descriptive) like longitudinal surveys or may have two groups one of which serves 

as the comparison group (longitudinal analysis. i.e. cohort design and the experimental deign). Similarly, a cross-

sectional study may have only one group (cross-sectional descriptive studies like case series, community based cross 

sectional descriptive studies like prevalence surveys); or else the cross sectional study may have two inbuilt groups, 

one of which serves as the comparison group (cross-sectional analytic studies). 

 95% Confidence Limits. Abbreviated as 95% CL; also known as 95% Confidence Interval (95% CI). It is a range, 

calculated using the statistic derived from the sample studied (mean or proportion or difference in means / proportions, 

or Relative Risk or Odds Ratio) and the Standard Error of the sample statistic. The range gives us, with a level of 95% 

confidence, that the true value of population parameter which we are trying to estimate from our sample, will be 

enclosed within that range; it also technically means that if 100 repeated samples of the same size were drawn and 

studied from the population, then 95 of these sample statistic would fall within that range and only 5% would fall 

outside that range.  

 Measurement: A process, central to the correct conduct of any epidemiological or research work, in which we assess 

the “value” of a variable of interest and record it in “quantifiable” terms, either on a qualitative or on a quantitative 

scale. A correct measurement process should correctly identify the variable being measured, the statistical scale on 

which the value will be recorded, clear specification of an accurate and standard technique of measurement, description 

of the correct instrument to measure it and identification of the correctly trained person for making the measurement. 

 Error of measurement: A situation wherein we depart from the laid down scientific process of making measurements, 

as described in preceding definition. 

 Validity: Also known as “accuracy”, is the situation when we correctly measure what we actually intend to measure. 

Any deficit in the laid down measurement process, as described in the above definition, or else due to systematic error 

(bias) or due to confounding will render the measurement process invalid. 



 Reliability: Also known as replicability, repeatability, consistency and precision, is defined as the ability of the 

measurement process to give consistent results when repeated applications are made. Reliability is compromised due 

to variations within the subject (intra-subject variations), variations within a particular observer or between two 

different observers (intra or inter observer variations) or due to using different instruments or techniques for different 

subjects. In a  

 Bias. Also known as “systematic error”, is the error which occurs when we systematically treat, in a differential manner, 

the two (or more than two) groups being compared, either at the point of their selection (sampling or selection bias) or 

at the point of making measurements (measurement or information bias). 

 Random (Non-differential) misclassification. When the misclassification of subjects due to bias along one axis 

(exposure or outcome) is independent of the other axis (exposure or outcome). In case of such a bias, the estimate from 

the study (i.e, the OR or RR calculated from the study), though biased, will be deviated towards the null value and 

hence if the estimate is statistically “significant” it will definitely be significant despite the bias having occurred. 

 Non-random (Differential) misclassification. When the misclassification, along one axis (exposure or outcome) is 

dependent on the other axis. The statistical estimate calculated from such a biased study will be deviated towards either 

side of null value and hence more difficult to draw conclusions. 

 Random error. Also known as sampling error, sample to sample error or “chance”, it is the error which is due the 

operation of pure chance or luck, in getting results from the sample studied, which may be different from the real value 

which exists in the reference population; or the different results which are likely when repeated samples are studied 

from the same reference population. It is statistically calculated as the “p-value” at the end of the study. 

 Error of generalizability. Also known as “loss of external validity”, it is the error which occurs when the sample studied 

is not representative of the reference population and hence the results from the sample cannot be generalized to the 

reference population.   

 Confounding error. The error, in which the observed relationship between the observed association between the 

postulated exposure and outcome variables is thrown into a confusion due to the operation of a confounding variable. 

 Confounding variable. It is a variable which is related to the exposure variable, as also related to the outcome variable 

independent of its relation with the exposure variable, but does not lie in the direct chain of causation between the 

exposure and outcome variable. It exerts its confounding variable because it is “differentially” distributed in the two 

groups being compared. 

 Stratified analysis. A method of statistical analysis to control for the effect of a confounding variable, by dividing the 

data into strata, one having the confounding variable and the other strata not having the confounding variable, and 

calculating stratum specific estimate of the effect (Relative Risk or Odds Ratio). Thereafter, using the Mantel-Haenszel 

technique, an “adjusted” estimate of the RR or OR is calculated which gives the estimate of risk or effect after having 

adjusted for the effect of the confounding variable. 

 Effect modification. Also called as “multiplicative interaction”, is a situation when the presence of two or more 

variables multiplies the effect than would be expected either of the two variables is present.  

 Variable: An item or which is being studied in the epidemiological research work, which can be “measured” (i.e., some 

value can be assigned to it) and which is likely to have different values in different subjects being studied. In the ultimate 

analysis, all biostatistical work in epidemiology and medical research is finally either the description of, or the 

relationship between, variables which have been studied. 

 Quantitative variable: A variable whose value is measured in form of “quantity”, i.e., some type of mathematical figures 

(numbers). Such measures may be “real” numbers (when they make meaningful mathematical relationship) which may 

be further either of “continuous” type (measurements can take any decimal value between two integers) or “discrete” 

type (numbers can take only integer values). Another variety of quantitative variable is the “quantitative – ordinal” 



variable in which the values are recorded in the form of numbers but these are not real numbers, i.e., do not have any 

sensible mathematical relationship, as happens when measuring scores, ranks or grades. 

 Qualitative variable: A variable which is measured on a qualitative scale, i.e., the values obtained from measurements 

on such variable record the “quality” or an “attribute” of the subject. The values of such variable are recorded in form 

of “words” (as sex – male / female) and not in terms of numerical quantities as happens in case of qualitative variables. 

These variables can also be of three types, namely, dichotomous (when the values can take only one of the two 

alternatives, as sex - male / female), or Polychotomous – nominal (when the values can take more than 2 alternative 

values but there is no sensible ordering of these 3 or more categories, as blood groups – A / B / AB / O /); or else it may 

be polychotomous-ordinal (when there are more than 2 alternative values but these 3 or more categories have a definite 

sensible ordering, as hypertension – nil, mild, moderate and severe). 

 Hypothesis testing for the difference between means: Statistical procedures for testing the significance of difference 

between means, from two or more than two samples, which have been studied, to ascertain the probability of the 

difference between the means, which has been seen in the samples, to have occurred by “chance” (i.e., due to random 

or sampling variations). These procedures are undertaken when the variable of interest has been measured either on a 

quantitative – continuous or on quantitative – discrete scale. 

 Hypothesis testing for the difference between proportions: Statistical procedures for testing the significance of 

difference between proportions, from two or more than two samples, which have been studied, to ascertain the 

probability of the difference between the proportions, which has been seen in the samples, to have occurred by “chance” 

(i.e., due to random or sampling variations). These procedures are  undertaken when the variable of interest has been 

measured on a qualitative scale, whether dichotomous or polychotomous-nominal or polychotomous-ordinal. 

 Parametric tests: These are statistical procedures which compare “means” between two or more samples and include 

‘t’ test, large sample ‘Z’ test for means, and Analysis of Variance (ANOVA).  

 Non-parametric tests. These are tests which compare the “medians” between two or more than two samples. These 

include the “Mann-Whitney test” and “Wilcoxon signed rank test” for comparing the medians between two samples, 

and the “Kruskal Wallis test” for comparing the medians between 3 or more samples. 

 ANOVA: Analysis of Variance, a statistical procedure for comparing the means of 3 or more than 3 samples. 

 ‘F’ test: Fisher’s test, for ascertaining whether the variances of the 2 samples whose means are to be compared, are not 

significantly different (i.e., variances are homogenous) or else, they are significantly different (i.e., variances are not 

homogenous). If the ‘F’ test gives statistically significant result (i.e., p<0.05), it means that the variances of the two 

samples are significantly different (i.e., are NOT homogenous). 

 ‘t’ test for equal variances: Also known as “Students’ ‘t’ test (after the statistician who developed this test, and who 

used to teach under the alias name of “Student”), it is a statistical procedure for comparing the significance of difference 

between two sample means if the variances of these two samples are “homogenous (i.e., the variances are not 

significantly different, because the ‘F’ test has given “non-significant” result, with p>0.05). This test proceeds by 

calculating the common “pooled variance” of the two samples, and calculates the degrees of freedom as (N1 + N2 – 2). 

 ‘t’ test for unequal variances: A statistical procedure for comparing the significance of difference between two sample 

means if the variances of these two samples are “NOT homogenous (i.e., the variances are significantly different, 

because the ‘F’ test has given “significant” result, with p<0.05). This test does not calculate the pooled variance but 

considers individual variances of the two samples and also calculates the degrees of freedom (df) by a modified method. 

 Chi Square (χ2) test: A statistical procedure for assessing the significance of difference between proportions between 2 

or more than 2 samples. If the variable whose proportions are being compared is measured on a dichotomous scale, the 

procedure will be χ2 test for a “2 X 2 contingency table” (i.e., a table having two rows (r) and two columns (c), i.e., 4 

cells) ; in case it is a polychotomous-ordinal variable, the test would be “Chi-square test for linear trend in proportions”, 



while if the variable is measured on a polychotomous–nominal scale, the test will be Chi-square test for a “r x c” 

contingency table (i.e., a table having more than two rows or more than two columns or both, i.e. 6 or more cells). 

 2 X 2 Table: It is the heart of most of the basic epidemiological or medical research studies, It is a contingency table 

which has 4 cells made from 2 rows and 2 columns. The 2 rows denote the two exposure groups – exposure present or 

exposure absent, while the two columns denote the outcome groups – outcome present (or developed) and outcome 

absent (or did not develop). With the above permutation and combination, the 4 cells, clockwise starting from the upper 

left cell respectively indicate: (a) subjects who have both the exposure as well as outcome (b) subjects who have the 

exposure but not the outcome (c) subjects who do not have the exposure but have the outcome (d) subjects who neither 

have the exposure nor the outcome. Practically all calculations involving incidence / prevalence, RR / OR / POR, and 

AF / AFe / PAR% / PAF / NNT / VE are drawn out of this 2 X 2 table. It has often been said by experts : “If you know 

the 2 X 2 table, you know half the epidemiology / medical research methodology”. 

 Frequency: A numerical expression which summarises the magnitude of the outcome or the disease being studied, by 

placing the count of subjects (i.e. the numbers) who have the outcome or disease of interest in the numerator and the 

total subjects studied in the denominator. It is technically expressed as a fraction or decimal between 0 and 1 but can 

be multiplied by a constant as 100, 1000, etc., to express it as a percentage or “per 1000” etc. 

 Incidence Rate: A frequency measure in which the numerator consists of the number of subjects, (who were initially 

free of the disease or outcome of interest when the study started but were, nonetheless, “at risk” of developing the 

disease), who developed the disease or outcome of interest over the clearly defined time period of follow up, while the 

denominator consists of the total number of subjects who were followed up in the study. Important features of incidence 

are: firstly, there should be a group of subjects who were initially, at the start, free of the disease or outcome which is 

being studied. Secondly, they should be susceptible to develop the disease of interest (e.g., persons whose appendix has 

been already removed earlier are no longer at risk of developing appendicitis). Thirdly, there should be a clearly defined 

time period of follow up during which the subjects should be followed up to ascertain whether they developed the 

disease / outcome of interest or not. The often used term “Cumulative Incidence” (CI) is the same as Incidence rate. 

 Prevalence: Computed by placing the number (count) of subjects found to be having the disease or outcome of interest 

at the particular given point of time, in the numerator,  and the total subjects examined in the denominator. There is no 

follow up nor any relation to a defined time period of follow up and hence it is NOT a rate, while incidence is truly a 

rate. 

 Incidence Density: Calculated as Incidence rate with the difference that the denominator consists of a measure of 

“person – time” (computed by adding up the time of follow up given by each subject in terms of years, months, etc.). 

Used in epidemiological / medical research studies in which time of follow up is likely to be quite long (many years or 

decades) and subjects of the study may enter the study at different points of time (and not start at a fixed point of time 

for all subjects as happens in a Cumulative Incidence study) or they are likely to leave the study cohort in between the 

study for various reasons as migration, death due to other diseases, lost to follow up, etc. 

 Measures of Risk Ratio : (Also called measures of “Association”). They measure as to how many times is the incidence 

more in the exposed group compared to the non exposed group. They also measure the strength of association between 

exposure and outcome variables – more the value away from unity (1), more strong is the association between the 

exposure and outcome variable. These measures are : Relative Risk (also called Risk Ratio or RR) in a forward, 

incidence type of study, Odds ratio (OR) in a case Control study and the Prevalence Odds ratio (POR) in a cross-

sectional study. 

 Measures of Risk Difference. These are measures for assessing as to “how much more in absolute terms” is the risk 

increased among the exposed group as compared to non-exposed group. The different measures in this category are 

Attributable Risk, Attributable Risk Percent, Population Attributable Risk Percent and Population Attributable Fraction. 



 Relative Risk. Also called as Risk ratio (RR), is the ratio of incidence of the disease or outcome in the exposed group 

divided by the incidence in the non-exposed group. It can be measured in  a “forward” (prospective) type of study 

which measures incidence. It can vary from 1 to infinity if the exposure increases the risk, and from 1 to 0 if the 

exposure reduces the risk of outcome. Value of exact 1 is the “null” or “no effect” or “no association” value. It gives 

the strength of association between the hypothesized exposure and the postulated outcome variables; farther the value 

of RR from 1, stronger the association. 

 Odds Ratio (OR). It is an estimator of RR in a case-control study which otherwise cannot measure the RR directly. It 

is calculated as a cross-product ratio as {(E+O+) X (E-O-)} ÷  {(E+O-) X (E-O+)}. It is a valid estimator of the RR 

provided that the disease / outcome being studied is rare (incidence in general population is less than 5%) and that the 

controls are drawn from the same source population which gave rise to cases. If these two assumptions are fulfilled, 

then OR from a case control study has the same properties and functions as RR from a prospective study. 

 Prevalence Odds Ratio. (POR). It is a measure of relative risk and strength of association between exposure and 

outcome variable in a cross-sectional study and is calculated as prevalence of outcome in the exposed group divided by 

the prevalence of outcome in the non-exposed group. In case the disease is a rare one, (i.e., prevalence is < 5%) and the 

sample studied is fairly large, it can be calculated as a cross-product ratio, as is done for OR. 

 Attributable Risk. (AR). The most commonly used measure of risk difference. It is the difference between the incidence 

among exposed group (Ie) and the incidence among unexposed group (Io). ( AR = Ie – Io).   

 Attributable Fraction for Exposed (AFe) (Syn, Etiologic Fraction (EF), Etiologic Fraction for Exposed (EFe), 

Attributable Risk Percent (AR%). This is calculated as: AFe  = {(Ie – Io) ÷ Io} X 100. It can also be calculated as: 

{(RR – 1) ÷ RR} X 100. It tells us the proportion of the load of outcome / disease among the exposed group which is 

due to the exposure variable; or else, the proportion of reduction that will occur in the outcome or disease among the 

exposed group, if exposure variable is given up by the exposed subjects.  

 Population Attributable Fraction (PAF) (Syn. Population Attributable Proportion (PAP) ; Attributable Proportion in 

Total Population (APT) :-  It is a measure of the load of outcome, in absolute numbers, in the total population (which 

consists of both the exposed as well as non-exposed subjects), which is due to the exposure variable ; it also tells us 

about the amount of reduction, in absolute numbers, which is likely to occur in the disease / outcome, if the exposure 

variable is withdrawn from the total polulation. It is calculated as :   PAF    =    (AR  X  Pe), where AR = 

Attributable Risk and Pe = Proportion of the total population which is likely to have the exposure of interest. 

 Population Attributable Risk Percentage (PAR %) (Syn. Etiologic Fraction Total Population (EFT) :-  It is calculated 

as : [{(Pe) X  (RR - 1)}] ÷  [{ 1 + {(Pe) X   (RR – 1)}]   X  100. It tells us of the proportion of the disease / outcome 

which can be prevented in the total reference population if the exposure is removed from the total reference population. 

The difference between PAR% and PAF is that while PAF gives the reduction in absolute numbers, PAR% gives the 

reduction as a proportion or percentage.  

 Preventive Fraction & Vaccine Efficacy. Preventive Fraction (PF) is used as a replacement of Attributable Fraction 

for exposed (AR %), when the exposure is protective, i.e., reduces the risk of outcome. (PF) is calculated as                                        

PF= {(Io)  -  (Ie)} ÷ {Io} X 100. The use of PF becomes most apparent in trials of vaccines where it also called as 

“Efficacy of vaccine” and is measured as:  Vacccine Efficacy =                                                                                                                                        

{Incidence in Unvaccinated (Iuv)  -  Incidence in Vaccinated (Iv)} ÷ {Incidence in Unvaccinated (Iuv)} X 100 

 Numbers Needed to Treat (NNT). It is the number of cases of a disease that will require to be treated with the new 

(trial) mode of therapy as compared to the control therapy (i.e., existing, standard mode of therapy) to produce one 

extra case of cure. It is calculated as the reciprocal of Attributable risk, i.e., (1 ÷ AR). 

 Research Hypothesis. It is a statement which reflects the essence of the research question to be studied in the research 

work. In general, it should give an idea of the exposure variable, the outcome variable, the potential confounding 



variables, the minimum amount of “effect” which the study envisages to detect, the study design and the study settings. 

In statistical terms, it is denoted by the symbol “HA”. 

 Null Hypothesis. It is the research question, stated in a negative or “no effect” form. It is denoted by the symbol “H0”. 

In medical research, after the data has been collected, the investigator analyses the data statistically, with a view to 

accept or reject the “null hypothesis” (and not the research hypothesis), at a pre-decided “level of rejection”, which is 

usually kept at <=0.05 (i.e., probability of chance or random error is 5% or less). 

 Power of the study. The ability of a research study to detect a “difference” as significant, when such difference really 

exists in the reference populations; i.e., the ability to reject a null hypothesis when in fact, it is incorrect. Power is a 

function of the sample size and will increase as the sample size increases. 

14.29. Self-Assessment Test. 

1. Compare and Contrast Cohort study, Case – Control study and Cross-sectional analytical study. 

 2. To answer the research question “Does exposure to CT scan during pregnancy increase the risk of producing a child 

 with birth defects?”, give an outline of planning, designing. Conduct and analysis of a case-control study. 

 3. Write short notes on: (a) Advantages and disadvantages of Cross-sectional analytical study (b) Biases in a cohort sudy 

 (c) Nested case Control study. 
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14.31. Answers to Check Your Progress. 

1. (b). Clinical trial. Clinical trial is an intervention (experimental) type of design. The other four are observational. 

2. (c). Bias due to loss to follow-up. This bias cannot occur in a case control study because there is no follow-up of subjects 

involved in such a study.  

3. (a). Case –control study. A case-control study is always retrospective since the direction of reasoning is retrospective from 

outcome (disease) to exposure. 

4. (d). Evaluation of a prognostic factor for a disease. Prognostic factors for a disease are always studied by a “cohort study”. 

For all the other 4 situations mentioned here (a, b, c and e), case – control study is the ideal method. 

5. (e). 1.96 and 0.84. Thus, (Z1 - a/2 + Z1 - b) becomes 2.80 and (Z1 - a/2 + Z1 - b)2  becomes 7.84 and this figure is used for 

calculating most of the conventional sample size requirements.  

6. (e) Cross-sectional analytical study. This is simply as per the definition of the Cross-sectional analytical study. 

7. (d). Nested case control study. 

8. (a). We are quite sure that the controls (non-diseased subjects) are derived from the same source population which gave rise 

to cases of the disease. 

9 (c). Cohort study. 

10. (d) Usually prospective but can be sometimes retrospective. 

 

 


